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Anti-abortionists urge ruling reversal
by Richard Carelli
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON — Abortion
opponents led by the Bush administration urged the Supreme
Court Wednesday to overturn its
landmark 1973 ruling that
women have a constitutional
right to end their pregnancies.
Outside, police arrested 27
abortion-rights activists, among
a noisy crowd of people demonstrating on both sides of one of
the the nation's most divisive issues. Those arrested were
charged with crossing a police
line.
In sharp contrast, the hourlong argument session took

place in a packed but hushed
courtroom.
"The United States asks this
court to reconsider and overrule
its decision in Roe v. Wade,"
said Harvard law professor
Charles Fried, referring to the
ruling that legalized abortion.
But Frank Susman, a St. Louis
lawyer representing those who
successfully challenged an abortion-limiting Missouri law in
lower courts, argued, "There
can be no ordered liberty for
women without control over
their... childbearing."
Missouri Attorney General
William Webster urged the court
to restore the state's abortion
regulations even if it does not
reverse the broader 1973 decision, which was based on

women's privacy rights.
Fried, a former Justice Department official called back to
government duty for Wednesday's session, argued, "We are
not asking the court to unravel
the fabric of ... privacy rights
which this court has woven. We
are asking the court to pull this
one string."
Susman responded, "It has
always been my personal experience that when I pull a thread
my sleeve falls off. There is no
stopping. It is not a thread he is
after."
Questioning by the justices
was brisk but not as aggressive
as it has been in many argument
sessions of recent years.

Ohio supporters rally at Statehouse
by John Chalf ant
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS — Advocates
for women's rights turned
their attention to an expected
battle in the General Assembly
by vowing during a Statehouse
rally Wednesday to block any
return to the days of illegal,
unsafe abortions.
But In Steubenville, antiabortion protesters greeted Lt.
Gov. Paul Leonard with their
message in the issue that he

said "could very well be the
powderkeg of the 1990s."
Supporters at the Statehouse
gathering were urged to engage in demonstrations and
lobby to make their case before legislators, who again
could face the abortion issue as
a result of a ruling anticipated
by July from the U.S. Supreme
Court.
The rally was organized by
the National Abortion Rights
Action League of Ohio to coincide with oral arguments on
the matter before the high

court.
"We lost a great part of our
movement when we allowed
words like pro-life to be taken
from us. We are not murderers. I am not a murderer.
And I resent the accusation,"
Rep. June Lucas, D-Mineral
Ridge, told a crowd estimated
at 150 people.
"I want our opponents to
mind their own business. I
want them to stay out of young
women's lives and worry about
their own souls. Let us make
our peace with God," she said.

Greeks face
increasing
risk liabilities

Editor's Note: This is the second in a three-part series addressing the changing facets of
greek social life.
by Scott Korpowski
copy editor

Stacking up for Summer

BG News - Pat Mingarelli

Chris Weir. left. Preston Candy III, center, and Rob Dickerson stack
lofts in the back of a truck. Weir and Dickerson work for Oandy, who
operates the Loft Construction Co. Residents in Harshman Quadrangle

returned lofts Tuesday which they rented last August. Gandy said Kreischer Quadrangle residents are returning lofts today.

Looming danger of chapterbreaking million dollar lawsuits,
years in jail and lengthy garnishment of wages are among
the main factors influencing today's greeks to abide by stricter
state and University regulations.
According to JoAnn Arnholt,
alcohol program director for
Greek Lite, one factor which influences chapters to abide by
University policy is the increased legal liability of alcoholrelated mishaps.
Wayne Colvin. director of
Greek Life, said virtually no
private insurance firms will
cover fraternities because of the
risk of alcohol and hazingrelated lawsuits.
"At one point it was easier to
insure an oil tanker traveling
through the Persian Gulf than it
was to insure a fraternity," Colvin said.
Despite the risk of insuring
fraternities, Colvin said the University has an excellent record
of avoiding lawsuits.
"We have not had a chapter
suit at Bowling Green — which
beats the odds. For a greek
system of this size, we should be
averaging one per year," Colvin
said.
Colvin said the effects of a
successful fraternity lawsuit
could ripple through to every
member of a fraternity (or sorority), the fraternity's national

headquarters, the Greek Life office and even to University
President Paul Olscamp.
However, as individuals and
organizations are further removed from direct chapter influence, the standards for proving guilt become more stringent.

To acquire insurance to cover
their chapters, some national
fraternity headquarters teamed
up to initiate their own insurance companies.
Nine national fraternities
have bonded together to form a
collective insurance agency,
with the University hosting five
of the charter members, according to Arnholt.
Kappa Sigma one of the
members of the insurance group
which has a University chapter,
has practically eliminated alcohol from its social calendar, acL See Greeks, page 8.

Tenure limits suggested Repairs slow local travel
77iis is the final part in a series
addressing the controversial issue of faculty tenure.
by Rebecca Thomas
wire editor

Tenure has been criticized by
some people as encouraging
teachers to be lax in their teaching methods or ignorant of their
responsibilities, since they know
they cannot lose their teaching
job.
Despite such complaints about
tenure abuse, some University
chairs agree it is a positive institution overall.
"I think tenure is a positive
thing," Thomas Attig, philoso-

phy department chairman, said.
I know of few instances where
persons have lost motivation for
teaching or scholastic ability
after attaining tenure."
However, Alvar Carlson, geography department chairman,
said ne has seen tenure abused
before by professors.
"I like the idea of tenure, but
maybe not tenure for life. How
are you to know what they are
going to do after they have tenure?'' Carlson said. "At that
point, there is very little you can
do with them.
"But I do think some kind of
tenure is needed. It is important
that a professor who has a stand
I See Tenure, page 5.

Thursday
Today: mostly cloudy with a
20 percent chance of rain; high
between 65 and 70.
Tonight: mostly cloudy with a
40 percent chance of showers;
low between 40 and 45.
Friday: mostly cloudy with a
40 percent chance of showers;
high between 60 and 65. — Associated Press

tervals, Randolph said.
"The construction has not caused any real trafficproblems," he said.
Randolph said he checked the construction sites
University students driving east on State Route 6 recently and discovered drivers waiting one traffic
or south on Interstate 75 may have to allow more light at the most before passing through the sites.
time to reach their destination because of heavy
The $341,000 state-funded construction project,
construction along these routes.
which began April 3, is expected to be finished July
According to Richard Randolph, Ohio Depart- 15, according to Randolph.
ment of Transportation District 2 construction di"The construction is part of the emergency rerector, four bridges are being repaired on Route 6. pair project," he said.
Those driving south on 1-75 can expect short deThe bridges are located east of Bowling Green in lays at most along alternate routes, according to
Wood and Williams counties, according to Ran- Bruce Merry, ODOT District 2 construction engidolph. He said the department is replacing the out- neer.
side decks of the structures and resurfacing the
"Alternate routes for those headed southbound
roads running over them.
on 1-75 include State Route 613 to State Route 235 to
"Traffic in the construction area is down to one Interstate 75," Merry said.
lane," he said.
If headed south to Routes 15 or 68, the connection
The department is using tunnel lights to direct between the two is closed
traffic, which allows cars to pass each other at inSee Traveling, page 4.
by Chris Cheuvront
reporter

Illustration. Becky Nussbaum

News in Brief

r

Nitrate alert halted
as safe rate reached

L

The fluctuating nitrate level in the city's drink- rainfall, Stockburger said he was optimistic there
ing water is at a low, safe level once again.
would be no more alerts in the near future based on I
Daryl Stockburger, director of public utilities, the recent testing.
called off the four-week-old nitrate alert April 26.
"It's encouraging that the levels didn't rise I
again with the heavy rainfall a few days ago," he
"Actually we could have made the announce- said.
ment even earlier, but we waited to see what effect
High nitrate levels are also a seasonal phenothe most recent heavy rains would have on the menon, according to Stockburger, as he said the
levels are usuallyhighest during the spring.
level. There was no effect," Stockburger said.
The utilities department tested the drinking
Those groups at risk during a high nitrate alert
water for two consecutive days and found the cur- are pregnant women, nursing mothers and infants
rent level to be 7.7 milligrams of nitrates per liter. under six months of age. Health officials claim ni-1
A warning goes into effect when the level exceeds trates can inhibit the ability of an infant's blood to |
transport oxygen throughout the body.
10 milligrams per liter.
by Scott Whitehead
Since the nitrate level typically rises with heavy
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Money should
benefit many
Riches can be had for just $1.
The Pennsylvania Lottery this week rose to
an astronomical $100 million setting national records on the jackpot.
As dollar amounts have risen, so have the numbers of people flocking to ticket dealers, in hopes of
taking home the golden ring.
People from as far as London are attempting to
get their piece of the pie in this popular game of
chance — the chance to take the jackpot home
alone.
And while the rags-to-riches story is the tale always told, it is the people who can't even afford to
place their bets who should be in the spotlight.
It is very upsetting that this money may go to a
handful of people at best.
Dreams of extravagant cars, homes and other
luxuries are usually prevalent in the lottery
players' minds — but dreams of food haunt the millions of homeless on the streets of Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Harrisburg and other major cities in
Pennsylvania.
There is no reason only a few should benefit when
so many suffer. Although it is a game of chance, limits should be placed on the monetary amount available to win. If a winner isn't drawn after a predetermined limit is reached, perhaps the excess
revenues could be used to fund much needed social
and educational programs.

"Inmylife, I loved them all." TheBeatles
Everyone has something that they will
remember most about college. They may
remember their first roommate in the residence halls. Or they may remember the
sports team they played for during their
tune here. Or they may have a certain class
or teacher that will always stay with them.
I will remember things like this. I have
had very wonderful roommates both in the
dorms and in my apartments. I have also
had some good tunes at the Rec. And there
are many classes and courses that I am sure
will stay with me throughout my life.
But I will have to say that the one experience that has taught me the most about life
would have to be BGSU theater.
I know that sounds odd. And for the first
three years of my college career I was advised not to spend so much time in theater.
"I should be devoting that time to my major
and other real things.''
And in many ways these people were
right. As far as they were concerned, theater
was a nice extracurricular activity but it
would never help me later on in life.
However, when I look back, some of the
most valuable things that I have learned
have been through theater and through the
"Theater People.'
I learned practical things like how to
project my voice and stand straight and look
at people when they talk to you. I learned
now to use my voice in order to create
images with words when I was in a Reader's
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I learned that people are sometimes going
to resent you for things that you can do well
and will make fun of you when you do something poorly. I learned that because of this I
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LETTERS

Complaints
rebutted by
two students
This letter is in response to
Mr. John Sciria's complaints of
the University's departments
and the Bowling Green community in general.
Your first complaint addresses the University s telecommunications system. For your information, a call from Bowling
Green to Toledo is a long distance connection. If you were
going to be on the telephone for

an extended length of time, perhaps you should have taken the
time to check the rates for such
a call. Also, in general, businesses who provide services
would like payments "in full"
for said services. Revoking your
call card does not seem unreasonable because if you didn't
pay for their services the first
time, what makes them think
Sou will pay for their services
le next time?
Your second complaint addresses the "parking commission." What exactly is a "parking commission?" ft is our belief
that parking violations are en-

forced simply by the campus
police. You also had an altercation with a member of Bowling
Green's finest. Perhaps the officer would have been more courteous if you had been a little
more polite to him. In addition,
unless your hometown is London, England, parking against
the flow of traffic in the manner
you described is a parking violation. Since you are living in
Bowling Green for an extended
period of time, you should take
the time to learn the traffic laws
which are relevant to parking. If
you still have questions toward
parking restrictions, use some
common sense.

by Berke Breathed
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But the most practical thing that I have
learned from being in theater is how to
write. They say that good writers are those
who read a lot. And every time I read a play
I picked up another way to arrange words
and how to make them sound natural.
Although for everything I learned by being
in various shows at this University, I have
learned twice as much from the people
themselves in this "elite" group — the
"Theater People."
Some of the things that I have learned
were not very nice. I learned that you can't
really take anything for granted and that not
everyone can be trusted. For someone who
comes from the kind of town where people
trust everyone, that was a hard but valuable
lesson to learn.
I also learned that often you have to rely
on yourself to get by in the world. You can t
expect people to care or even if they say they
care you better be ready to take care of
yourself anyway — because often times talk
is cheap.

Most importantly, I learned about friendship. I have made many friends through the
theater. Some of these people will be part of
my life forever. However, some of them, as
some that have already left, will be gone
from my life forever.
And I miss some of these people very
much. Some of them were like my older
brothers that would take me out after a show
and make me get "stupid" at Myles'.
And I miss conversations that I used to
have with a friend of mine who now lives in
California. We lived in McDonald Quadrangle and whenever we went to parties we
would always end up in North fourth floor
lounge and "solve the world's problems."
Also, I will miss many of the people who
will either leave with me in May or who will
still be here next year. And every one of
them have made a contribution to my growing up while I was here.
For I did grow up because of being involved with these people. And, sure, if you
ever go into the Green Room behind Eva
Marie Saint Theatre, you may see these very
special people, the "Theater People." To an
outsider, the "Theater People" may seem
fickle and phony and dishonest and backstabbing — and in many ways they are. But
they are also very special and beautiful —
and I am so glad they were a major part of
my college life.
Erikson is a graduating senior magazine
journalism major from Burton.
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I learned comic timing and developed a
Sood sense of humor in some of the comedies
lat I have been cast in, and I learned how to
feel empathy for people because of some of
the dramas I have done.

have to like myself and respect myself and
be proud of myself. If you can't do these
things for yourself, you shouldn't expect
others to do it for you.

~

Stress may
hinder efforts

Stress.
As the semester comes to an end, stress is
prevalent as students rush to finish projects and
papers and to study for exams.
While some stress is beneficial for humans as a
motivator, extreme periods of stress run the body
down — inhibiting a good performance in the classroom.
To prevent the more troublesome types of stress
from ruining the final week of the semester and
exam week, we encourage students to get a head
start on studying for finals. At the very least, it will
help familiarize you with class material ahead of
the exam. And more review can help lessen the
stress experienced during exam week.
Get some exercise. It is a well-known fact exercise is an effective way to reduce stress. The Rec
Center offers diverse ways to get blood circulating,
but if this isn't your speed, grab a friend and take a
walk.
Take some time for yourself in a quiet environment. Reflect on what needs to be done in the remaining two weeks and decide on the best way to
accomplish those tasks. Make a list and try to stick
by it — remembering to check the items off as they
are accomplished.
Get an appropriate amount of sleep and try to eat
balanced meals.
Most of all, as the deadlines approach, don't lose
control. Feel free to run outside and scream, or call
a friend and talk your troubles out. Chances are
they are experiencing similar types of stress.

Theater production. I learned how to use my
body to communicate instead of words in a
show called Interior Waltz.

Flat Life

by Chris Mead
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You also complained about
one of the community's businesses repairing your car. This
time, your complaint was valid,
as you paid for services that
were not received in full and
prices which you felt were extreme. However, since we have
a free enterprise system in this
country, we are free to go to another business and get a second
opinion or better services. We
would also like to give you a
word of advice: be very leery of
individuals who accept payments for services in the form of
a six-pack. This person is saving
himself a trip to the local carryout. Your mistake is an honest
one, though, as even major corporations, for example, Exxon,
are prone to the very same nearsightedness.
Your final gripe is directed
toward University Food Operations. You feel that some of the
items on the menu are outrageously priced and we tend to
agree, in this instance.
However, again, we have a free
enterprise system in this country and if you feel that the prices
are too expensive, you are free
to patronize another business to
search for a better price. Perhaps you should go "Krogering"
to purchase your Goldrush bars.
In conclusion, we feel that, instead of complaining about
everything, Mr. Sciria, you
should spend more time concentrating on your academics, especially English 112. You should
also try making suggestions to
the businesses and University
departments that you feel are
not running properly to help
them make improvements.
Brad Ash
Gregory J. Wasserman
503 Off enhauer East
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LETTERS
Organ music
at graduation
receives support
Issue, issue, give me an issue.
Today's issue seems to be that
some members of the graduating class feel they are somehow
going to be deprived if the Symphonic Band doesn't play at
graduation, that an organ
doesn't measure up. Well, this
has given me the incentive to
approach local ministers with
the proposition that we are selling out Dy not having full bands
or orchestras performing each
Sunday. Ridiculous? Yes, but so
is this issue.
Maybe we should be more
concerned with the decorum at
graduation. If past ceremonies
are indicative of what to expect
this year, I propose that we simply place microphones throughout the graduating class. Then,
while the organ is playing, the
sounds of laughter, off-the-cuff
remarks, and popping corks will
serve to embellish the organ and
add to the rest of the orchestration. This would then serve to
bring "dignity" back to the
ceremony.
Let me qualify the above remarks by saying that I agree
that our Symphonic Band is a
quality band and does provide a

nice touch to the ceremony. But
I also have to admire an administrator who makes decisions
governed by a sense of fiscal responsibility in an effort to find
alternatives during times of
constricting budgets; while not
greatly affecting services to
students or assessing additional
student fees (the easy way out).
Keep up the good work.
Dale Howard
Graduate Fellow, Education

State education
retorms urged
by Ohio resident
It is time the State Board of
Education seriously reevaluated Ohio's education
leadership. The Board was
proud of the progress made in
education reform last year in
Ohio. But as an outside observer, I believe these reforms are
extremely feeble compared to
the severity of the problems.
This is a reflection of the quality
of the leadership exhibited by
Superintendent Franklin Walter.
Walter has served loyally, but
times change and Ohio needs
someone with a clearer vision to
lead its public education into the
future. The State needs a super-

intendent who can help the
Board define education and how
this philosophy translates into
the reality ot the classroom. And
Ohio's state superintendent
must work effectively with the
State legislature to obtain support for the education children
need and to prevent unnecessary legislation that burdens the
education program.
It is time the Board ask Walter
to retire. If you agree, please
write to the State Board of Education, Ohio Departments Building, Room 808, Columbus, Ohio,
432664308.
Elliott Rice
120 Center St.
Jefferson, Ohio

John Cummings

Instructor, Life Sciences
Team thanks
Shawn Orczeck
'News', corrects Graduate Assistant, Biology
story mistakes
Parking still a
On behalf of the University Rifle Team, we would like to thank big problem
The BG News for the article in
the April 14 edition, highlighting at University
the team's accomplishments
this year.
The article, however, had a
couple of errors that should be
corrected. It was stated that the
Rifle Team placed second at the
NCAA Sectionals. This is true,
however, all the teams men-

As a graduating senior, I have
been receiving many letters and
ghone calls regarding the Senior
hallenge. After the initial
thought of "Oh no, they want
more of my money," I started to

The next time you see President Olscamp in that black
Porsche roaring down Manville,
flag him down. Maybe Dr. Olscamp will give you a ride to
class since he obviously has no
problem finding a parking
space.

Falcon Plaza
(located across from Harshman Dorm)

$21."

J

per rught for a single or double room
Includes:

"Early check-in and late check-out times
•Continental Breakfast
'Coffee available 24 hours

Advance reservations required and
present vol,d BGSU ID at check-*
Nor s'udents npt eligible

SUMMER COLORS OF BENETTON.
Franklin Park Mall

352-4674
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Now I suppose that Dr. Olscamp is a pretty good guy; I
don't know him personally. Earlier this year, though, when
questioned about this problem
he said that the University
doesn't have a parking problem.
The problem was that students
don't want to walk to class. This
seemed odd to me. I walk to
class every day. I walk through
parking lot after parking lot full
of faculty spaces. (They don't
walk to class, I guess.) Do you
know what I see in almost every
lot I walk through? You guessed
it! A spot nearest the building in
question reserved for none other
than President Olscamp himself.

BEST WESTERN

~i
GREEK ITEMS

By the time one reaches the
plateau that I have, he/she will
park anywhere. I weigh the cost
of the ticket in my mind. You've
all done this, I'm sure. "Hmm.
Let's see, if I park here, I'll get a
$2 ticket, which is better than
the $5 one I will get in that lot."

You all see my reasoning, don't
you? Try to explain that to your
Sarents. They don't understand
ow a university of this size
can't find ample parking space
for its students. Better yet, try to
explain that to Paul Olscamp.

Sunday, April 23 thru Thursday, April 27
Sunday, April 30 thru Thursday, May 4
Study and Relax in the privacy
of your own room at

END OF SCHOOL SPECIAL!
1470-1490 Clough
2 bedroom apartments
1 block from east end of campus
Balconies and Patios
Free gas, heat, water
and sewer
352-5620
328 S. Main
CA^

think of the uses of this money.
Well, one thought led to another
and I found myself thinking of
the one thing that has irked me
from the day I drove into Founders parking lot four years ago.
"Where are we going to
park?" That was my father's
question. Little did I know that it
also happened to be the question
that would follow me for all of
my remaining years here at
Bowling Green State University.
Now I realize that there are
many more important issues on
this campus. Some of them have
even sparked my interest
enough to act upon them. This
seems so small a problem next
to divesting in South African
company holdings or the mockery that USG has become. There
is racial unrest on this campus.
Whites don't get along with
blacks, non-traditional students
and traditionals, greeks or nongreeks, faculty and administration ... and on and on. Still there
is one thing that we all must face
on a daily Dasis here in good old
"Boring Green:" Where are we
supposed to park?

EXAM SPECIAL

NEWLOVE RENTALS

S*Vo*

tioned did not compete on that
day. Of the teams competed
against, all were NCAA scholarship teams and BG still captured second place honors.
NCAA Sectional meet scores
from all teams in the nation are
sent to Washington, D.C. for
national ranking.
Also, it was stated that we
Blaced seventh in the state for
le past two years. The fact of
the matter is that the team
placed seventh in thenation in
our division and expect to fare
as well again this year.
We are proud that we have
such a dedicated group of
marksmen to work with and
have enjoyed working with them
this past season.

800 - 828 - 0168
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College I.D. Night
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Grand Prix Party
win great cash & prizes!
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Student to play Jewish Olympics
by John Kohlstrand
Staff reporter

A University student will represent the United States in the
Maccabiah Games which will be
played in Israel in July.
Freshman psychology major
Carla Marshack will play
on the American team in
badminton for
the Games,
which will
have representatives
from 41 nations.
Marshack
The World

Maccabiah Games, or the Jewish Olympics, as it is sometimes called, will host 4,000 athletes competing in 30 sports, according to Larry Nat-die of the
U.S. Committee of Sports for Israel, the sponsor of the American team.

Chicago — all the high schools
play it there," she said.
While a freshman in high
school, Marshack said she was
encouraged to try out for the
badminton team by her tennis
coach.

The games were founded in
1932 to promote Judaism and the
formation of a Jewish state,
Naedle said.

Throughout high school, Marshack played both sports, but
she said she excelled at badminton, winning the Illinois state
championship in her junior and
senior years.

Marshack was selected for the
American team based on her
high school performance in Chicago, where badminton is a
more popular sport than it is
here.
"Badminton is a big deal in

It's going to be really tough,"
she said.
Marshack said her major
competition will come from
teams from India and China.
However, the American team
did "very well" in the last
Games, she added.
Her training will begin in Chicago when the semester is over,
where she will practice for up to
five hours a day.
Naedle said U.S. Olympic athletes such as swimmer Mark
Spitz, gymnast Mitch Gaylord
and tennis player Brad Gilbert
have participated in past Maccabiah Games.

Traveling to Israel to compete
with teams from around the
world seems a formidable task,
Marshack said.
"I'm really nervous about it.

Instructor journeys to Africa

Prigg to teach Zimbabwe high schoolers through program
by Shelley Banks
staff reporter
A University English instructor soon will be leaving Bowling
Green to teach in another part of
the world.
Benson Prigg will teach English and possibly religious classes to high school students in
Zimbabwe for .
three years
through a pro6ram called
lennonite
Central Committee.
His journey,
which begins
Jan. 12, will Pf'99
mark the sec-

ond time Prigg has traveled to
the continent of Africa. The
first was in the summer of
1985 when he went to Lesotho
with a group called Operation Crossroads Africa.
"That's when I really got interested in teaching there,"
Prigg said. "When I returned to
the United States I wanted to
spend more time there (Africa)
and be a benefit to the community."
Shortly after Prigg returned
from his 1985 journey, he applied
to teach in Africa and just recently was informed of his
teaching location.
"When I got the letter, 1
thought 'After four years it is fi-

nally here,'"hesaid.
However, while waiting to
receive the letter, Prigg said he
had some doubts about leaving.
"I kept asking myself: 'Do I
really want to do this? Three
years is an awfully long time,' "
he said.

could take a five-minute walk up
the road and be exposed to a totally different dialect altogether."
The main languages spoken in
Zimbabwe are Swahili and
Sotho, Prigg said. Although he is
not proficient in either, Prigg
said tie "knows enough to speak
for about five minutes" and
hopes to learn the language
while he is there.
"The Mennonite Central
Committee told me to expect
about a month or two to adjust to
the language," Prigg said.
However, the language barrier may be a blessing in disguise, he said.
While he is struggling with the
native languages of Zimbabwe,
his students will be struggling
with English.
"It will help create an understanding because we will be trying to relate to each other," he
said.

Prigg said he was encouraged
by a Christian group to which he
belongs.
"The people in the group
would stand behind me regardless of the decision I made, but
they offered me support and encouragement in making the decision," Prigg said.
When Prigg arrives in Zimbabwe, he said he will be faced
with several challenges — the
biggest being the language bar"There are a variety of
dialects that vary from village
to village," he said. "A person

Host an exo iange student.
BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!
TOLEDO'S BEST CONTACT A EYEGLASS PRICES

Flying with his shadow

BG

News - John Grieshop

Michael Parker, freshman pre-optometry major, soars through the
air en route to a slam-dunk. Parker said he was playing basketball
to relieve some pre-exam tension.

Traveling
D Continued from page 1.
and Merry advised taking Route
235 to U.S. 30 east to Upper Sandusky. Those traveling to
Columbus and surrounding
areas should take Route 6 east to
Route 23, he added.
"We have not had any traffic
back-ups since the April 1 weekend when everyone returned
from Easter and spring break

trips to southern states like Florida," he said.
Traffic was backed up 10
miles that weekend, he said.
The roads along I-7S are being
replaced rather than repaired,
according to Merry, who added
that the state and federally
funded project costs $17 million.
Construction began March 1
and is targeted for completion
byNov,15,1990,hesaid.
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SUMMER AND FALL
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

OUR FUTURE IS IN
THE MAKING. . .
Your vote guides the future for the citizens
of Wood County with mental retardation
and other developmental disabilities.

Please • • •

VOTE YES
For WOOD LANE ' S
1.8 mill levy
CAN DO

tt
WOOD LANE

Political Advertisement. Paid
for by Wood County Assoc.
for Retarded Citizens,
Clarence Werner, Treas.,
150 Everly, Bowling Green,
OH 43402

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.

CONTACTS W*«

707-711 THIRD
715-719 THIRD
723-727 THIRD

• 1 BR lurnished
or unfurnished

402 HIGH ST.

• 2 BR unlurnished
summer only

649 SIXTH

• 2 BR lurnished

831 SEVENTH

• 2 BR lurnished

839 SEVENTH

• 1 BR unfurnished

FOREST APARTMENTS
-853 NAPOLEON
-751 HIGH
-849 NAPOLEON
-851 NAPOLEON

• 2 BR furnished or
unfurnished

319 E. WOOSTER
724 S COLLEGE

• 1 BR furnished
• 2 BR unfurnished

140MANVILLE

•large unfurn house
9 month lease avail

259'/. S. PROSPECT

• 2 BR unfurnished

706 Second A
706 Second C

•2 BR furnished
• Efficiency furnished

244 N ENTERPRISE

• Rooming house

150 & 150'/, MANVILLE

• 2 BR a 1 BR

316 N ENTERPRISE

• 4 BR house

211 S. COLLEGE B

• Efficiency

517 E. REED SB

• 1 BR unfurn.

352-9378

835 High St - Rental Oftice
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9 00-4 30

Monday-Friday

Housing Openings for SUMMER & Fall
9 mo.-12 mo. Leases
PIEDMONT APTS

BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH SI
SMALL BLDGS - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6IH AND 7IM
RAIL VIEW MINI - WAREHOUSE
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT
All residents will nave membership privileges
to Cherrywood Health Spa
Complete tacilitiea tor men and women
•
Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
•
Metro Sauna
•
Complete Exercise Equipment
•
Indoor Heated Pool
•
New Weight Equipment
•
Tanning Booth Available

GNs.

WHY-O WHY-0 WHY-0
TO OHIO?
Local Interviews
Week of May 1st

All Summer Rentals $400
Entire Summer

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
OFFICE AT 319 E. WOOSTER
OFFICE HOURS 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
354-2260 OR 353-3850

We are the North Broward Hospital District. South Florida s
most successful and stable multi-hospital system And we're
coming to Ohio to tell you about "OPTIMALOPTIONS", our
incredible variety ot workstyle/paystyle options, available
CEUs. in-service programs, and much, much more
D
D
D
D
D
D
Q
D
D

Up to $2,000 sign-on bonus tor selected positions
$2,000 interest-free relocation loan
Lakeside temporary housing.
Most specialties and shifts available
Tuition reimbursement.
Comprehensive insurances
Liberal vacation/leave plan.
No state income tax
Fabulous sub-tropical location, the best in sun. surf.
beaches and palm trees, and exciting sporting and
cultural activities.

You'll have four hospitals to interchangeably choose from,
including Fort Lauderdale's largest and Fort Lauderdale's
newest. You can work at one or all lour, and transfer within
our 1500 bed system while maintaining benefits
To ichedule • local Interview during the week of May 1*1,
call 1-800-222-4337. If you can't meet with us, please call or
send your resume to Department of Recruitment and
Retention, North Broward Hoipital District, 162S Southeast
Third Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316. An Equal
Opportunity Employer, M/F/H/V

North Broward
Hospital District
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Home health care ending City welcome needed
by Jennifer Taday
staff reporter

The Wood County Health Department will close the doors on
its home health care program by
Mayl.
Reasons for the program's
discontinuation include a decrease in patients and an increase in the cost of hiring staff,
according to the Wood County
health commissioner.
Nancy Kinney said the board
voted to drop the program because of a lack of tunas for recruiting nurses.
According to Helen Gatzke,
director of nursing services, the
program's nursing division of
eight is operating at SO percent.
Right now I don't think we
can continue with our present
nursing staff and deliver safe,
quality services," Gatzke said.
Due to limited funding, Kinney said the board can only afford to pay a starting salary of
$18,000 to registered nurses,
which is $4,000 below the
national average.
Another problem the program
is facing in its recruitment

efforts is the nationwide shortage in the nursing profession,
Kinney said.
Last year through the program, 2,757 skilled nursing visits
and 1,662 home health aide visits
were made. Also included in the
program were physical, speech
and occupational therapy visits.
The program lost about
$40,000 last year on a $400,000
annual operating budget, Kinney said.
The program's phase-out began when the department
stopped accepting referrals.
Present clients were then helped
in locating other agencies to
meet their needs, she said.
"We are in the process of placing our last three patients, she
said.

The program serviced any
Wood County resident who was
in need of home health care, according to Kinney.
When the program started in
1968, it served 90 percent of the
county's Medicaiu business and
nearly all of the indigent care,
she said.
Then federal law changed in

the early 1980s, allowing for
profit agencies as well as nonprofit ones to receive Medicare
reimbursement, Kinney said.
There was heavy competition
with the companies that opened
in Lucas County, according to
Kinney.
"If you want to look at it from
a purely business point of view,
we were just too small to survive, "she said.
However, according to Gatzke, this was not a business decision only.
"There was a sadness in giving up work that was satisfying
that we all did well," she said.
Kinney said the patients' hos-

fiitals and doctors have been noif it'll of the change.

"We will continue to monitor
general health care in Wood
County," she said. "There will
still be services that will provide
home health care, but it will be
delivered by other agencies and
in different forms."

Committee agrees on treshman greeting
by Beth Church
assistant wire editor

Freshmen entering the University need a better
welcome from the city of Bowling Green, according to members of the City-University Relations
Committee.
"We want to tell freshmen that we're pleased
they are here," Mayor Edwin Miller said at the
committee's Wednesday meeting.
Dwight Burlingame, chairman of the committee
and vice president of University relations, said the
city has a chance to be involved with new students
at the Freshman Convocation.
"Close to all" of the freshman class attended the
convocation held last year in Anderson Arena,
Burlingame said. Various University and community leaders, including the mayor, were introduced
to the new students.
Burlingame recommended inviting students to
Community Day, a festival held in City Park,
sponsored annually by the Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce.
"Since Community Day is only a month after the
convocation, I think it would be a nice followthrough," he said.
Miller said he would welcome any further suggestions for city involvement in freshman orientation.

Tenure
[ J Continued from page 1.
on a particular issue can express his or her views openly, without the
fear of retaliation in relation to job security," Carlson said.
Gary Hess, history department chairman, also said tenure should
remain in some form.
"I think it is positive overall, since it gives the professor academic
freedom. If it was eliminated, it would be difficult to speak freely,"
Hess said.
Though the policy is a long-standing one designed to protect academic freedom for the professor, some students think the whole process deserves a second look.
"Though I think tenure is a positive thing, I have had horrible
teachers that have had tenure; everybody knows that even if a
professor is just not good at actually teaching, he can still continue if
lie has tenure," Marc Brunner, senior international studies major,
said. "Maybe tenure for a shorter time than life should be considered."
Melissa Green, junior procurement materials management
major, said she remembers sitting through a class with her roommate which was taught by a faculty member who could not relate to
his students.
"She asked me to sit in and see if I thought the teacher was bad or
if it was just her imagination," Green said. "The teacher just knew
everything and also assumed the students did. He was just horrible,
seriously, no one in the class knew what he was talking about."
Despite her experience with this tenured faculty member, Green
said she thinks the idea of tenuring professors is basically good.
"It's a good idea, but maybe not 'for life.' I mean, there comes a
time when the professor may be so used to teaching that he doesn't

"It's a good idea, but maybe not 'for life.'
I mean, there comes a time when the
professor may be so used to teaching that
he doesn't know how to relate the
information to people he doesn't know,"
-Melissa Green, University student.
know how to relate the information to people he doesn't know," she
said.
The problems crop up when students complain that tenured faculty shirk their responsibility in teaching after they attain tenure, considering it a ticket to laziness on the job.
"It can be abused and provide a safe haven for these people (not
doing an adequate job)," Hess said. "Tenure does not change behavior to any great extent in a person; generally those who slip through
and get tenure for the wrong reasons never worked hard in the first
place.
"It's not just that receiving tenure makes a person lazy," Hess
said.
Motivation for a professor to perform after receiving tenure, outside of the basic desire, may be the merit raise system at the University, where a person receives a pay raise in proportion to work he
has done.
"Teaching evaluations are used in determining merit raises, at
least in my department (geography)," Carlson said. "It's kind of

WE BLACK STUDENT UNION
ANNUAL YEAR-END PICNIC

In other business, the committee discussed an
Undergraduate Student Government proposal to
implement a litter clean-up program.
After the success of the recent clean-up involving Greek organizations, Miller said he would encourage any similar programs, including the involvement of apartment unit residents.
Committee member Michael Marsden, associate dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, suggested involving other organizations which could
individually "adopt" a street in the city and keep it
clean all year.
Another USG proposal briefly discussed was the
implementation of a Neighborhood Watch Service;
but Chief of Police Galen Ash said past attempts at
such a program had failed.
"We sent out hundreds of letters targeted at a
well-established neighborhood of the city, but only
five people showed any interest," Ash said.
Prompted by the recent activities on East Merry
Street and Frazee Avenue, the committee also discussed the problem of underage drinking.
"I doubt if we can stop the parties, but we need
to worry about underage drinkers,'' Miller said. |
Similarly, the committee was concerned about
off-campus Greek units having parties where alcohol is served.
"We need to get the people in the apartments to
know there is a liability," the mayor said.

hard with the sizeable across-the-board pay raises offered by the University, but with merit raises, it does make a difference."
Attig said teaching evaluations count for about 40 percent of
determining merit raises in his department (philosophy).
"If there are poor evaluations that indicate a tenured faculty
member is not doing his job, they have a significant impact on these
raises," Attig said. However, he does not see the merit raise system
as a constant solution to a possible motivation problem.
"If it reaches a point where a person is indifferent to money, it
would take a morals violation or something like sexual harrassment
to shake them out of the tree," Attig said. I guess this could become
a license to abuse if the person is indifferent to peer pressure and
money; however, I think this rarely occurs. Most people don't see it
as that."
One solution being considered is granting tenure on a time period
basis, such as seven or 10 years. After the time was up, the faculty
member would be reevaluated to see if he or she were doing the job
they committed to do when they received tenure.
Carlson said he sees the issue as similar to the argument concerning periodic review of federal judges, but does not dismiss it entirely.
"Just like the federal judges are appointed for life, there is always
debate about whether or not they should be reviewed for competency," Carlson said. "Something like an evaluation every 10 years
might not be a bad idea. It certainly would bring out any problems
occurring."
Hess said he does not know how he would vote on such an issue as
periodical review.
"I do believe there is some merit in teaching reviews; it might be
worth exploring as an idea," Hess said.

WINNERS
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE GIFT CERTIFICATES

Will be held at Student Services Building
Saturday, April 29th
From 12:00 p.m. to ?

Carolyn Holmes
Christy Jo Moore
Mara Slelnbaugh

Food

Be a winner - sell your books at the
UNIVERSITY ROOKSTORE and register to
win a $20.00 gift certificate
April 25-28 ■ 3 drawings per Pay.
May 1-5 ■ 2 drawings per Pay.

games
prizes
and a live DJ

COME JOIN THE FUN!

Register once and be eligible
for every drawing.
You need not be present to win.

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
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Agencies provide shelter
by Amy Burkett
assistant city editor

In the city of Toledo, the situation of the homeless is of rising
concern to many. However, in
their effort to help the homeless,
some agencies believe there is
hope for their situation.
Clyde Christy, executive director of the Cherry Street Mission, is one of those optimists.
; He said Cherry Street Mission
— founded in June 1947 — was
Toledo's first shelter.
The shelter houses only men.

but helps women find alternative housing.
"If women come to the mission, we send them to a local hotel," Christy said. "My wife and
I absorb the cost of this since
there are no extra funds in the
budget. We don't want to see
anyone forced to sleep on the
The shelter has 122 beds with
an extra 100 mattresses that can
be pulled out for use on the floor.
•'The situation is not as bad as
they say it is," Christy said.
"People are not sleeping in the
streets because we go out and
get them and bring them into the

shelter."

Toledo shelters served more
than 708,000 meals to the needy
last year at five locations
throughout the city.
According to Christy, the
Cherry Street Mission served
more than 114,000 meals in 1988
and this year the shelter has
served an average of 100 meals a
day.
The shelter also has been successful in its efforts to find jobs
for the unemployed.
"We find an average of 20 fulltime jobs a week for people," he
said. "Our goal is to help get
people off relief. We have an 80

courtesy the Key Brad Phalin
The Cherry Street Mission is one of 15 Toledo shelters aiding the area's homeless population.
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You'll be taking with you forever 416 pages of all the
sports, places, faces and events that has made this year
at the University so special in your life. So preserve those
memories forever by returning the dorder form below.

The 1989 KEY.
Don't leave BG without it!

/

/

ILL BE HERE TO PICK UP my yearbook
wfien il arrives >n September 1980 Please
Dd my bursar account

Permanent Zip Code.

ORDER YOUR
OUR
1989 KEY
NOW!
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I WON'T BE HERE TO PICK UP my
yearbook Please txil my bursar account an
additional S3 50 lor postage ant) twidhncj
and send my yearbook to

Please return card, by campus mail, to The
KEr once 28 West Han BGSU 43403

Currant special value price ol only $17.95!

"The office of public housing is no longer accepting apfucations because there is a
hree-year waiting list,"
Warner said.

CONTACTS

and Gifts from

THE
SOURCE
518 L IkW* • BG, Okie

1) Clean your room/apt.
2) Turn off the lights; and
3) Order your 1989 KEY!
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Although many University
students never consider the
Cibilitv of life without a
e, about 600 homeless
people in Toledo are forced to
deal with such a situation
daily.
The estimate — based on a
1988 survey conducted by the
University of Toledo — is a
small portion of the approximately 120,000 homeless in
Ohio.
Donna Warner, program
consultant for the Council for
Human Services in Toledo,
said calculating the number
of homeless people is not an
easy task.
"It is hard to pinpoint how
many actual homeless people
there are in Toledo," Warner
said. "We can only count how
many people are in the shelters and how many are turned
away."
While it is impossible to
count the number of people
sleeping on the streets, she
said for every known homeless person there is at least
one unknown.
According to Warner, the
number of homeless in Toledo
could be considerably higher
than the estimate.
She said Toledo is in the
process of an all-out effort to
correct the problem of
homelessness within the city
limits. Fourteen of the 15
shelters in the city are full. •
A probable reason for the
growing number of homeless
in Toledo is the rising cost of

TOLEDO'S BEST CONTACT & EYEGLASS PRICES

£0

Before leaving BG
for the year

Name
Soc. Sec. No

living, Warner said.
"The cost of living in the
city has increased 133percent
from 1970 to 1980. While the
cost of living has grown tremendously, the average income has only increased 55
percent," she said.
According to Warner, this
has resulted in many people
being evicted from their
homes.
Mitch Snyder, a national
activist for aid to the homeless, said in a recent speech in
Toledo that he does not expect
the city's homeless population to decrease.
The recent closings of the
DeVilbiss and Champion
companies are going to place
the area in the "at-risk"
category. Snyder said. As
these closings cause the
unemployment ranks to
swell, the jobless workers
may become financially unstable and in turn may lose
their homes, he said.
Another problem for Toledoans is the limited amount of
low-income public housing.
Warner explained there are
two different types of public
housing: through the Department of Housing and Urban Development or General
Public Housing.
However, Warner said the
wait for public housing is a
deterrent for getting people
off the streets and into a stable environment.

by Amy Burkett
assistant city editor

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!

All women interested in participating
in Fall Rush '89 are encouraged
to attend.
TONIGHT!

O

He said he is also pleased with
the way the community has
bonded together to help with the
problems of the less fortunate.
Krompak said there are many
people within the city who are
devoting a great deal of time
and energy to helping the homeless.
□ See Shelter, page 8.

RUSHSTRUCK 89

*

percent success rate of getting
people in our shelter out on their
own again."
Christy said most of the people
involved in operating the shelter
volunteer their services. The
United Way's service, First Call
For Help, works toward guiding
people in need to the right
agency for their individual
needs.
Bob Krompak, program director for the service, describes the
United Way program as an information referral department.
He said the service receives
about 20,000 calls a year.
"We get the most phone calls
dealing with people meeting
their basic needs for food, shelter and payment of utility bills,"
he said.
Krompak said the biggest
Jiroblem of the agency is the
ack of available services to
meet peoples' needs.
"What the city lacks most are
support services for the elderly, he said. "We need people
who can help them with chores
and bring meals to their
homes."
While Krompak said he believes there is room for improvement, he is pleased with
some aspects
that are currently being used for
aiding Toledo's needy.

Toledo homeless
numbers studied
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When You Need An
Auto Loan, Check Out
All Our Features.
When you're interested
in buying a car, you
want to find the
f
best deal for you.
And shopping for
an auto loan
shouldn't be much
different.
That's where we can be of service.
Because Fifth Third has helped put
more people in the driver's seat than
almost any other bank around.

Auto Loans With
A Lot Of Options
Whether
you
want a
car, truck,
trailer
or recreation
vehicle, Fifth
Third can customize a loan especially for you. Because
we believe in coming through in the
clutch, no matter who or where your
dealer is.

We Won't Drive You Crazy
Waiting For An Answer
With our quick approval
process, we'll get you
going

again

V -SS^v 7X1 X
/ "fast
Don't

stall any
longer, call
tjyS or stop by any
Fifth Third Banking Center for more
V
information or an auto
loan application. Or talk
to your dealer. And if you
have our One Account Plus
account, as an added feature
we'll give you a special low
interest rate.

SB

FIFTH THIRD BANK
OF NORTHWESTERN OHIO
NAJIONAl ASSOCIAIKXI
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Aide's suicide shakes Takeshita

Scientists claim fusion discovery

Beloved Lucy dies, artery blamed

TOKYO (AP) — Prime Minister Noboru Takeshita, shattered politically and shaken by the suicide of his longtime aide, worked Wednesday to find a successor untouched by the money scandal that
ruined his career.
An aide to former Prime Minister Takeo Miki said senior politician Masayoshi Ito was "certain" to be chosen by Takeshita and
other governing party leaders. Ito, 75, has a clean reputation and
served briefly in 1980 as acting prime minister.
Takeshita met with Shintaro Abe, secretary general of the governing Liberal Democrats, and agreed to choose a new party leader and
prime minister after Japan's April 29-May 6 "Golden Week" holidays end.
The normally unflappable prime minister appeared shaken following the suicide Wednesday of Ihei Aoki, 58, an aide since 1958 and
the man who handled Takeshita's scandal-tainted political donations.
"I strongly regret (his action)," Takeshita told reporters. "We
walked side by side for over 30 years."

WASHINGTON (AP) — Two researchers who say they've
mastered fusion, the process that powers the sun and the stars, told
Congress Wednesday they will duplicate their experiments for
government scientists in hopes of quieting skeptics.
"We have 19 experiments being set up now," University of Utah
chemist Stanley Pons told the House Science Committee, including a
demonstration of room-temperature fusion for scientists from the
Los Alamos National Laboratory.
Pons said the federal scientists will monitor the experiment at
Utah, then dismantle it and take it to the national laboratory in New
Mexico for further tests.
Pons and his collaborator, Martin Fleischmann, of the University
of South Hampton in England, are making the arrangement to
silence some of the skepticism about their claim to have discovered
a way to achieve fusion using ordinary lab equipment assembled on
a table top.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Lucille Ball, the daffy comedian whose
harebrained schemes drove her television family crazy but delighted viewers for four decades, died Wednesday of a ruptured abdominal artery. She was 77.
The actress, star of the hugely popular "I Love Lucy" and related
situation comedies seen in more than 80 countries, had undergone
major heart surgery April 18.
She had been recovering steadily, getting out of bed and joking
with the staff, but shortly before dawn Wednesday, she went into
cardiac arrest due to internal bleeding and could not be revived, said
CedarsnSinai Medical Center spokesman Ronald Wise.
She suffered a complete heart failure at 5 a.m. and 47 minutes of
resuscitation efforts proved fruitless, Wise said. "There was nothing
to indicate this would happen," Wise said. "The heart itself apparently was not involved in Miss Ball's sudden death."
In the six and one-half hour surgery at Cedars-Sinai, doctors replaced her aorta and aortic valve. Although the replaced portion of
Ball's aorta did not apparently fail, the entire artery was in poor
condition when she was operated upon, said Dr. Robert Kasi.
Kass, who performed the operation, said at the time the tearing in
Ball's aorta progressed all the way down into her abdomen."
Ball, with her fire-engine red hair and siren wail, was considered
the queen of situation comedy and a pioneer of the sitcom format.
"I and 100 million others will miss her," said comedian George
Burns. "But we haven't lost Lucille Ball because she's still with us
on television and we can see her on and on."

Aoki, who had served Takeshita since 1958, was found dead Wednesday in his Tokyo apartment. Police said he had slashed a wrist
and an ankle with a razor and hanged himself after leaving notes to
his wife and several other people, including Takeshita. Police declined to reveal the notes' contents.

The two announced their discovery March 23, stunning nuclear
fihysicists around the world who have attempted to achieve fusion
or 25 years using multimillion-dollar machines.
The hearing was jammed with journalists, scientists and industrial representatives anxious to learn more about a reaction that
some predict could produce plentiful electric power with little environmental pollution or threat.

STATE / LOOAL
Xenia tornado memories relived

Youth detention system flawed

XENIA, (AP) — Residents picked through the remains of their
homes Wednesday after a tornado tore through a neighborhood, stirring up the nightmare of a twister that ravaged the city and killed 30
people in 1974.
Tuesday night's tornado cut a path through a three-block residential area on the city's northeast side, crumpling houses, shearing off
roofs and splintering trees. Jerry Lindsey, of the Dayton office of the
National Weather Service, surveyed the scene Wednesday morning.
"We assessed that it was a tornado," Lindsey said.
He said the twister touched down for about three-quarters of a
mile and cut a path 150 yards wide.
"There's one automobile here that was moved from the street to a
back yard," said Lindsey. "I don't think straight-line winds would
have done that."
The Greene County chapter of the Red Cross reported six homes
destroyed, four sustaining major damage and 95 with minor damage.
Mlna Khoii, 16, was listed in satisfactory condition at Greene Memorial Hospital from injuries suffered during the storm. Less than
20 people were treated for minor injuries and released, said nursing
supervisor Pat Elsass.
The neighborhood was peppered with shards of broken glass,
uprooted trees, downed power lines and shingles ripped from their
moorings. Red Cross trucks prowled the streets, while families
gathered up belongings and swept off driveways.

COLUMBUS (AP) — Gov. Richard Celeste and the Department of
Youth Services issued Wednesday a report depicting serious flaws in
educational programs at Ohio's juvenile detention system.
But Celeste, Youth Services Director Geno Natalucci-Persichetti
and a task force that studied the department's nine schools said
some corrections have already been made and that other recommendations will be implemented.
John McConnell, general chairman of Worthington Steel Co. who
headed the task force, said the report "gets to the point and pulls no
punches."
Celeste called the report straightforward. "It doesn't say we are
doing a good job, because we are not... (but) it tells us what we have
got to do to change the system ... or we will have to pay $11,000 to
$15,000 a year (for youths now in detention) when they wind up in
adult prisons."
McConnell said the task force found programs lacked leadership.
were not monitored or evaluated, were modeled after traditional
schools where most of the students already had failed and lacked
money.
The report calls for giving the director responsibility for leadership —a role that Natalucci-Persichetti indicated he already has assumed — and the appointment of a permanent education advisory
committee that would help develop curricula and programs stressing basic education and job skills.

"Her red hair, her antics on the screen, her timing and her zest for
life made her an American institution," former President and
Nancy Reagan said in a statement. "Just the mention of her name
brings a smile... We love Lucy and will miss her deeply."
"It's a shock after working very closely with her and loving her for
over 35 years," said Ball's frequent sidekick, Gale Gordon, who was
in Edmonton, Alberta.
While in the hospital, the comedian was deluged with thousands of
cards, letters, flowers and phone calls from fans as far away as Australia and Europe.
Ball and her late former husband, Desi Arnaz, starred in "I Love
Lucy" from 1951 to 1957 and have been seen since in widely syndicated reruns. The late Vivian Vance and William Frawleyplayed
their neighbors, Fred and Ethel Mertz.
Her split-second timing, wide-mouthed wails and exaggerated
Cratfalls made the "I Love Lucy" show one of the most popular in
Revision history.
Bridge clubs and bowling teams changed their meeting nights to
watch Lucy and Ethel cook up still another ridiculous scheme that
would push their long-suffering husbands to exasperation.
Ball s real on-screen pregnancy marked a milestone in television,
and an estimated 44 million viewers — more than for the inauguration of President Eisenhower— tuned in on Jan. 19, 1953, to
watch Lucy Ricardo have Little Ricky. The real birth occurred just
four hours before the previously-filmed show was broadcast.
Ball's singularity as a comedian was matched by her talent as a
show-business entrepreneur. She and Arnaz established one of TV's
first major independent studios.
Desilu, as their production company was called, made some of the
top comedy shows of the 1950s and '60s, including "December
Bride,''' "Our Miss Brooks'' and' 'Make Room for Daddy."
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Man pulls plug on comatose son
by Jim Utke
Associated Press writer

CHICAGO — A father tearfully unhooked his comatose baby
son's life-support system early
Wednesday, then took him into
his arms and kept hospital
workers at gunpoint until the
child was dead, authorities said.
"I'm not here to hurt anyone.
I'll only hurt you if you try to
plug my baby back in," police
quoted Rudy Linares as saying.
"You can understand the motivation," police Sgt. William
Rooney said. "I guess he didn't
want his child to continue living
under those conditions."
The painter from west suburban Cicero was charged with
murdering his 16-month-old son,
Samuel, said Lisa Howard,
spokeswoman for the Cook
County state's attorney's office.
Linares, 23, was held at a
police lockup pending an ap-

pearance in bond court. His
wife, Tamara, who said the couple had planned to see a lawyer
Friday about having the child's
life-support system disconnected, was not charged.
"This is the best thing," Tamara Linares told radio station
WBBM-AM. "Sammy is out of
his misery."
The couple have two other
children, both under 5.
Linares also unhooked his
son's life support system on Dec.
30 but staff members reconnected it. Detective Gary Bulava
said. When Linares arrived
early Wednesday, he spoke
briefly with security personnel
but was not searched, Bulava
added.
Doctors had notified the parents Tuesday that the child was
to be transferred to a long-term
care unit, said RushPresbyterian-St. Luke's Medical
Center spokeswoman Carolyn
Reed.

Shelter
C Continued from page 6.
"I can't help but have good
feelings about what the (people

of this) city have done to help
people in this situation," Krompak said.
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Police said Linares and his
wife walked into the hospital
about 1 a.m. and were escorted
to the pediatric intensive care
unit, where their son's breathing
had been sustained by a ventilator since an accident in August.
About 20 minutes later, Linares pulled out a .357-caliber
handgun, ordered hospital staff
out of the unit, unhooked the infant from the life-support
system and sat with his son in
his arms.
Three other youngsters were
in the unit while about a halfdozen security personnel called
by a nurse stood helpless just
outside the room, said RushPresbyterian spokeswoman
Carolyn Reed.
Linares eventually allowed

nurses to enter the unit and remove the three other youngsters. After about 30 minutes,
his own child was dead, Rooney
said.
"He never pointed the gun at
anyone other than the child,"
said Rooney. "He sat there in a
chair until the baby had expired,
then turned the gun over to the
officers."
Linares was "calm at times ...
he did a lot of crying," said Bulava.
Hospital spokeswoman Reed
said Samuel was taken to RushPresbyterian by ambulance last
August with a blocked windpipe
after he swallowed an object, believed to be either a balloon or a
small piece of aluminum foil.

Greeks
□ Continued from page 1.
cording to Dean Bishop, the
chapter's social chairman.
Notice of coverage for its policy came last summer, and
member chapters had until Aug.
1 to pay their yearly premium.
The premium is about $5,200 and
mandated an estimated $50 increase per member in dues to
cover the cost. Bishop said.
Bishop called the policy very
comprehensive and said it
covers the fraternity and individual members at parties and
philanthropy events as well as
vehicle rentals and injuries in
the chapter house.
Because of the threat of litigation, other fraternity nationals
have mirrored the insurance requirements of the insured
fraternities and have strictly
outlined guidelines for fraternity life. Chapters' social programming and membership development are among the points
of revision, Col vin said.
Sororities have less dificulty
acquiring insurance, yet abide
by tighter national regulations
than fraternities.
According to Amy Vojta, former social chairwoman for AlEha Gamma Delta, her national
eadquarters has severely restricted the social possibilities
for members.
"It shouldn't have to be this
way. We have to fill out forms
for everything and have it approved weeks before the event.
This kind of regulation just isn't
possible," Vojta said.
Among the restrictions typical
for sorority social functions
are: lino alcohol purchased with
chapter funds,
L;no functions more than 20
miles off campus,
□no overnight trips,

□all transportation must be
provided by the sorority (no car
pools),
( mandatory security at all
functions.
These requirements, coupled
with the University's regulations, have hampered sororities'
social calendars, Vojta said.
Dry programming is unpopular
and requires more work than alcholic functions, she said.
"Seniors won't change the
way they think, and either people won't go to dry functions or
will show up drunk. Old habits
die hard," Vojta said.
Although few greeks like the
new social situation on campus,
there have been successful dry
events.
"We've been thrown into this
situation, and we're trying to

in

LONDON (AP) - Brace
yourself. In the Soviet Union,
the cat IS the hat.
Bat the good news is that
not all Soviets like felines
tamed into fedoras, and In a
kind of "purr-estroika,"
members of a Moscow cat
dub are in animal-loving
Britain seeking advice on how
to promote better treatment
of taeir furry friends.
"The position of homeless
cuts to the Soviet Union and in
Moscow is very difficult,"
said Nikolai Nepomnyaschy,
vice chairman of the Fauna
i sanitary inspectorate
is very strict on homeless

"We were put on alcohol probation two years ago, and since
then we've made it a bylaw to
make every third event dry,"
said Eric Schmidt of Delta Tau
Delta.
"We have a social committee
to help come up with ideas, and
they usually go over well. You
just have to work on it," he said.
Although the Delts have had
success with non-alcoholic programming, Schmidt said many
Brothers would prefer to pass
the hat and have a keg party offcampus.
"We can't use house funds for
alcohol because of liability, so
we collect money room-by-room
and try to get kegs at an offcampus brother's house. That's
risky, though," Schmidt added.
Brent Pennock, social chair-

"We are in a transitional stage. Right now
it is tough to find alternatives, but in the
long run fraternities will live up to the
responsibility of the situation. We can
handle it,"
-Dean Bishop, Kappa Sigma social chairman
handle it as best we can," said
Mike Callahan, former president for Lambda Chi Alpha. "Of
the dry events we've had, one
event went over really well,
while only about seven girls
from a sorority showed up for
another one."
Delta Tau Delta, which won
the best non-alcoholic tea award
(with Phi Mu sorority) during
Alcohol Awareness Week in October, has had experience with
dry programming before this
year.

FREE ADMISSION

Reggae

Free felines yield
Soviet 'cat hats'

TONIGHT
8:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.
Grand Ball Room
in the Student Union

man for Sigma Phi Epsilon,
echoed Schmidt by saying that
members of his fraternity also
attend unofficial parties offcampus.
"We have date parties or offcampus parties rather than
teas," Pennock said. "The parties aren't sponsored by the
house; someone just invites the
brothers."
Tommy Myers, campus represenative for Acme Beverage,
Inc. in Findlay, said he has felt
the effects of changed Greek
Life policy.
"It used to be that all the
fraternities would buy at least
two kegs for the weekend, but
now there are just two fraterni-

cats and they destroy a lot of
them. They poison them with
different poisons and they
make hats out of them," Nepomnyaschy said.

Dogs are no better off.
"Ifs not just cats they're
after, but also dogs," Nepomnyaschy said. ''They're
very bad people, even people
who have been setting up cooperatives" to make and sell
cat hats.
Such profit-making cooperatives have become possible under President Mikhail
S. Gorbachev's policy of
"perestroika," or social and
economic reforms.
ties I sell to," Myers said.
"I realize that less alcohol on
campus means less liability, but
for me that means less profit,"
he added.
Myers said he has seen an increase in the trend to move
fraternity parties off-campus
but said greeks need to be careful.
"You need to follow some responsible pattern off-campus,
especially if you are going to allow underage drinking," Myers
said.
Myers said he sees Bowling
Green following other Universities' lead and enforcing a "dry
campus."
Arnholt said she does not believe the University will ever go
dry.
"We don't want to tell students
they can't drink. We only want
to enforce the law and encourage people to drink more responsibly," she said.
"We are not blind. I'm sure
there is underage drinking, but I
have a lot of confidence in chapter officers that they can deal
with it," she added.
Colvin also questioned the
probability of a dry campus, but
did not forecast a softening of
the present rules.
"I doubt BG will go dry," Colvin said. "The current policy
won't change, but the policy will
be enforced."
The Greek officers appear
aware of their responsibility.
"There is a time and a place to
drink, but as social organizations on campus, we will nave to
conform," Callahan said.
Bishop echoed the sentiments
of his fellow greek: "We are in a
transitional stage. Right now it
is tough to find alternatives, but
in the long run fraternities will
live up to the responsibility of
the situation. We can handle it."
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Heat, air conditioning, water and sewer.

for the very first time in hot BG

CAMPUS MANOR

Live Dance Hall
from the "Heart of Jamaica"

505 Clough Apt. B-15
Call R.E. Management Today
352-9302

Guest Musician "Wickie Ten"
straight from Jamaica

Only a couple left for 1989-90

• One of the top ten musicians in Jamaica!
Foaturlng:
Enforcer Sounds System /Crew
with styles; rap-reggae, soca, calypso,
reggae, and merengue

Sponsored by Caribbean Assoc. and ECAP
Co-sponsored: COCO, WSA, LSU, MSLP,
GSS, and USG

NOTICE
The Wood Cable Office
will be open
Saturday, April 29 th
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
for the convenience
of students preparing to
leave for the summer.
Make your graphic arts dollar buy you more —
more service, more quality.
Bring your graphic design and typesetting needs to

211 W««l Hall

UniGraohics

372-7411
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An unmatched record for fighting for students rights.
Supported student cases with court testimony.
Assisted students in recovering illegal charges.
Promoted a policy (or improving sub standard student
housing.

Re-Elect

JAMES P. DAVIDSON

for First Ward Councilman.

VOTE Tuesday, May 2
118 N. Main

352-8424

Political Adv. Paid lor by Davidson lor First Ward,
Alice Davidson Treasurer. 209 E. Evers BG OH
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A.L. West is finally the best
byM.rkHuntebrinker

sports editor

Commentary

Was it a case of bad draft picks?
Did the reluctance to hand out big bucks to
free agents prove costly?
Were they jinxed?
Maybe it was just a case of spending too
much time on the surfboards.
Whatever the reasons, it was a sorry display of baseball by the American League
West.
For 13 years, the seven teams making up
the Western Division made sure no argument was to be made for what the worst division in baseball was, let alone the American
League year in and year out.
Other than the proud Kansas City Royals
organization, which made numerous League
Championship appearances and two World
Series visits — including a World Championship in 1985, the Western Division resembled
the 70-pound weakling, which grew up
resembling a punching Dag to the neighborhood bullies.
The big, bad boys from the East carried
some big sticks, and placed some sturdy
stakes on their tents as they set up camp for
quite some time following Oakland's dynasty of the early 70s.
The East represented the American
League in the World Series a total of 10 times
between the period of 1975-1987. Baltimore,
New York, Boston. Detroit and Milwaukee

Tribe falls
to Texas
CLEVELAND (AP) — Pinchhitter Geno Petralli doubled in
the winning run in the tenth inning Wednesday as the Texas
Rangers beat the Cleveland Indians 3-2.
Steve Buechele doubled with
one out in the tenth against Doug
Jones, 1-1. Petralli, batting for
Jim Sundberg, then blooped a
doubled down the left field line
to score Buechele.
Reliever Jeff Russell, 2-0, got
the victory after blowing a save
for the first time in five opportunities.
The victory was the Rangers'
15th, two more than theprevious
team record for April. Cleveland
has lost 10 of its last 12 games,
and has scored three or fewer
runs in 11 of 19 games this year.
The Indians trailed 2-0 after
seven innings, but Pete O'Brien
led off the Cleveland eighth with
a double off the glove of center
fielder Cecil Espy, who lost the
ball in the sun tor the second
time in two innings.
Dave Clark walked one out
later to chase reliever Cecilio
Guante, who was relieved by
Russell. Brook Jacoby hit into a
forceout, sending O'Brien to
third, and a wild pitch by Russell made it 2-1. Mike Young
then hit a pifco single to tie the
game.
Texas starter Jamie Moyer
Bitched 6 1-3 shutout innings, allough Cleveland had runners in
scoring position in four of the
first five innings. The Indians
stranded runners at third in the
third, fourth and seventh innings.
Cleveland starter Greg Swindell retired 14 straight batters
between the first and sixth innings.

1-800-45-TEACH.
Recruiting
Young Teachers, Inc.

all made at least one appearance during that
span, while the West was represented only
three times by Kansas City (twice) and the
Minnesota Twins (1987).
As of late, though, the West has been
mustering some power and knocking down
some of those solid stakes placed by the big
boys from the East. With World Series victories by Kansas City (1985) and Minnesota
(1987), plus a Series appearance by Oakland
in 1988, the A.L. West might finally be the
best.
Through last week's action, the West held
a decisive 33-18 advantage against Eastern
teams. Granted, the season is only three
weeks old, but the numbers aren't the only
signs of the West building a solid foundation.
It is no mistake these teams are improving, especially Oakland, Minnesota and
Texas. Through good trades, improving
minor league systems, and the use of free
agency, this trio of teams makes for a solid
core.
The Athletics are a perfect example of this
fact. With three straight Rookie-of-theYears in Jose Canseco, Mark McGuire and
Wally Weiss, Oakland displays a solid foundation of youth. Experience? They gained
that through the additions of Dave Henderson, Dave Parker Bob Welch, and Dennis
Eckersley.
Minnesota has displayed one of the best
offenses since the arrival of the Hubert
Humphrey (Homer) Dome. Led by Kent
Hrbek, Kirby Puckett and Gary Gaetti
offensively, and Frank Viola and Jeff Reardon holding a fragile pitching staff together.

the Twins quietly won 91 games last season.
Texas is the new kid on the block and virtually has pushed the division over the
hump. Rafael Palmiero and Julio Franco
were pleasant off-season acquisitions as
they joined an already adequate lineup featuring Ruben Sierra, Scott Fletcher and Cecil Espy.
Pitching is where the Rangers made their
move. Veteran Nolan Ryan and youngster
Jamie Moyer filled a glaring gap in the
starting rotation, while stopper Jeff Russell
is very comfortable with his defined position
after the departure of Mitch Williams to
Chicago.
The rest of the division, Kansas City, California, Chicago and Seattle isn't exactly a
feared foursome, but the always-decent
Royals are capable of coming on, and the
Angels, under new manager Dave Rader,
are playing .500 baseball. The White Sox and
the Mariners, well, the East has Baltimore
and Cleveland.
A case for the managers can also be made
for the reason of the improvement of these
squads. Oakland's Tony LaRussa has a
knack of winning big games. Tom Kelly
came out of nowhere a few years back and
has suddenly become one of the more respected skippers of the game. Texas' Bobby
valentine always carried the label of tough
guy, but was he a winner. After the 1989
start, he may be on his way to proving the
critics wrong.
Whatever the circumstances, time has a
way of changing things, and in this case it
was a wait long worthy for the squads of the
A.L. West.

Abbott gets first victory
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Jim
Abbott's major league debut had
been greeted with great fanfare,
but his first victory came under
relatively quiet circumstances.
There was mostly a sigh of relief.
The one-handed California
Angels rookie pitched six strong
innings to earn the victory in a
3-2 decision over the Baltimore
Orioles Monday night. He allowed both runs on four hits and
three walks, with one strikeout.
"Vindication is not the right
word for how I feel," said California manager Doug Rader,
who felt all along that Abbott
could make the jump straight
from the Olympics to the Angels. "Relief is."
Abbott, who had been roughed
up in his first two professional
appearances, seemed to have
begun to doubt himself.
I didn't feel like I was earning my keep. I felt I was coming
SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE
FOR YOUR ROOM FURNISHINGS
PLUS
FREE OPTIONAL
SPRING PICKUP AND FALL DELIVERY

to the park, getting a free ride,"
the 21-year-old said. "Sometimes you begin to feel like you
don't belong. That's why this
win is very special.
"What I want for my first
season is for us to do well and I
can look back and say I helped,
to be part of it. This tune it feels
good because I helped stop a
(three-game) losing streak.
Although Abbott's first major
league appearance drew a larger-than-usual crowd to Anaheim
Stadium and also attracted a
large group of reporters and
sportscasters, there was a
modest crowd of 22,213 on hand
to see his first win, and the reporting crew was back to its
normal size.
For the first time in his brief
big-league career, Abbott, 1-2,
got some help in the form of
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fielding and the first runs the
Angels have provided him.
He was the victim of five
unearned runs in his first two
starts and the Angels were shut
out in both, first 7-0 by Seattle
and then 5-0 by Oakland.

In addition to getting three
runs and error-free fielding, Abbott got an assist from relievers
Greg Minton and Bryan Harvey,
who shut out the Orioles over the
final three innings.
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"The other thing 1 don't want to do is rush out there and reinjure it. With a groin injury, you have to be careful about that. I
really haven't had this before, so I don't know what to expect."
Coach Lenny Wilkens said he will adjust the lineup if the
Moot Price is out. Darnell Valentine and Craig Ehlo can both
fill in.
"Really, it's up to Mark," Wilkens said. "Only he knows how
he feels and only he can make the decision if he could play."
Wilkens said Ron Harper, who usually teams with Price in
the Cleveland backcourt, could take on more of the point-guard
duties.
Cleveland played without Price on Sunday in Chicago and
beat the Bulls 9M4.
The 6-foot-7 Ehlo, who sometimes comes off the bench as a
forward when Price is healthy, has teamed well at guard with
"The big thine with Ron is that he has improved his ballhandling," Ehlo said. "He Just doesn't take the turnovers like he
used to, and that gives all of us a good feeling when he has the
ball."
Price has had a bruised back, bruised knee, sprained ankle
and a concussion at various points of this season.
"That's because a lot of teams are paying so much attention
to Mark," Cavaliers general manager Wayne Embry said.
' "They are bumping him, putting bodies on him, looking for him
all the time. They know he's small and they're trying to wear
him down."
Bulls coach Doug Collins, a former NBA guard, calls Price
the "heart and sole of the Cavaliers.
"He's their leader, their MVP," Collins said. "The Cavs have
killed us all year, but Price has killed us the last two seasons."

More people
have survived
cancer than

now live in
the City of
Los Angeles.
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Starling, Situ Ohio 43402
(41!) 352-51B
m (419) 352-9572

T

tkAWIfi. |»,.l ,

3J

Free
Diamond
with a
Herff Jones
1

.

GET YOUR RING FOR GRADUATION

$450\ for the
$300|sUmmer

RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) — The Cleveland Cavaliers, preparing for the start of the NBA playoffs Friday night against the
Chicago Bulls, may have to open without injured guard Mark
Price, who sat out practice again Wednesday.
The sparkplug point guardaveraged 18.9 points a game this
season, as Cleveland posted a 57-25 record.
Cleveland was 3-4 in games Prices missed due to injury.
He said as the team practiced for the playoffs that his pulled
groin muscle needs more time to heai.
"It lust hasn't healed as fast as I thought," Price said. "It
gets a little better each day, but nothing dramatic. Right now, I
can't even run half speed.

m
WE CA RE

Frazee
\ $600 for the
Field Manor
iSummer plus
electric
Ridge Manor
and gas
516-522 E. Merryi
1 bedroom
efficiency

o
>

April 27 and 28 at
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
E. Wooster St. 10 a.m. - 3:00 p.m
$25.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED MM HERFF JONES

SAVE $30 TO $75

9

Price struggling
with muscle pull

The Angels got one run in the
first inning and Rader said, "He
probably looked up (at the
scoreboard) and didn't recogre
nize what it was."
California fell behind 2-1 when
the Orioles scored in the third
and fourth innings, but the Angels pulled ahead 3-2 with a pair
of runs in the fifth.

April 27,1989

J STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

Prepare with us this summer
for fall exams - Toledo Center
- 536-3701 For other locations call 48OO-KAP-TEST
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HalTs Carlesimo
denies comment
,Ky.
P.J. Carlesimo left the University of Kentucky campus
Wednesday without comment
or an official offer to become
the school's head basketball
coach.
"I have absolutely no
comment," Carlesimo said
while touring Memorial Coliseum to look at the basketball facilities. He was to
speak at the Georgetown University basketball banquet
Wednesday night.
He continued his '"no comment" posture when his flight
arrived in Washington.
Kentucky president David
Roselle said. "No offer has
been made to Carlesimo. at
least yet."
Two sources told The Associated Press that Carlesimo,
who guided unheralded Satan
Hall to the runner-up spot in
the NCAA tournament this
year, would accept the position at Kentucky, which is
awaiting NCAA penalties for
irregularities in its basketball
program.

"I really ought to ask you to
be patient because this to me
is kind of an orderly process
and this is a phase of that
process," Kentucky athletics
director CM. Newton told reSrters after meeting with
rlesimo.
Newton said he and Carlesimo met with Jim Host,
president of Host Communications Co., which holds
broadcast rights to Kentucky
sporting events, in order to
gm Carlesimo a feeling for
e job*s public visibility.

£

He said the three did not
discuss money during the
session that lasted about 75
minutes
Wort- In the process of
trying to nutch interests realh.' Newton said of the
talks with Oarlesmio.
The sources told the AP
that PirtMimn wanted to talk
with Seton Hall officials, specifically those who supported
him during attempts to oust
him two seasons ago, before
making an official announcement.

Falcon athletes win
academic awards
■ Senior Allen Leggett was named Bowling Green's top scholarithlete Wednesday afternoon at the Academic Honors Luncheon,
f Leggett, a captain on this year's hockey team, compiled a 4.0
jgrade point average in microbiology.
I Forty-four other athletes were honored for posting a 3.5 grade
jpoint average or better, while BG's three Academic AQ-Americans,
Linda Popovich (volleyball), Pat Jackson (football), and Kyle
•poyer (soccer) were also saluted for their fine work as student'ethletes.
T Awards for the top junior female and male scholar-athlete were
'.presented by the Falcon Club. The winners were Popovich with a 4.0
in political science and Brian Drought. Drought tallied a 3.5 in business while playing for head coach Gary Palnusano's soccer team.
The Team Scholar Award was won by coach Sid Sink's women's
;cross country team. The team posted an accumulative GPA of 3.3.

Teammates upset at Wilson
CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincinnati Bengals players are upset
by reports that former colleague
Stanley Wilson supposedly may
implicate some Bengals' teammates in his account of his drugabuse suspension on the eve
of the Jan. 22
Super Bowl.
"He was a
grown man,"
wide receiver
Eddie Brown
said. "He
knew h i s _
wrongdoing, wilson
so even if
there were other players, why
would he try to involve them?"
"I have no idea whether anybody else is involved," Bengals
linebacker Joe Kelly said. 'T$ut
the way I was brought up, if
you're friends with somebody
and you were to indulge in an act
like that and only you got
caught, you take the blame. You
suck it up and deal with the consequences. You don't try to mess

up somebody else's career because of your own actions."
Bengals general manager
Paul Brown and coach Sam wyche have said they have no evidence that any other Bengals
players were involved in Wilson's alleged Jan. 21 cocaine relapse. Wilson, 27, now serving
his third National Football
League suspension for drug
abuse since 1985, is petitioning
the NFL to reinstate him as a
player. The Bengals, who drafted Wilson in 1983, have said they
do not want him back.
James Kidney, a Newport,
Kv., lawyer who represented
Wilson in a February court appearance, told The Cincinnati
Post for a story printed Wednesday that Penthouse magazine
has purchased Wilson's story
and will be publishing it. Kidney
said he is concerned that the
magazine is using Wilson.
"It bothers me to see Penthouse prostituting this man,"
Kidney told the Post.
Kidney said he was told by

Reginald Turner, Wilson's agent
in Los Angeles, that Wilson had
"already sold his story to
Penthouse for $200,000" and that
a videotaped interview already
had been done for the magazine.
Turner has said Wilson will
implicate five Bengals in the
Super Bowl eve drug suspension
matter. Turner has declined further comment since making that
statement to The New York
Times. Wilson, said to be staying with his parents in Carson,
Calif., is declining comment.
Penthouse refused to confirm
its purchase of the story from
Wilson. "We are not commenting on that. The facts are a little
hazy," a Penthouse spokesman
said.
Kidney said he had advised
Wilson against making any public admissions because of the
possibility Wilson could be subject to criminal prosecution.
"I think this is stepping
beyond making a buck for nun,
Kidney told Cincinnati radio
station WLW. "I just see no

legitimate purpose whatsoever.
It s a tragedy for the youth."
"It would be nice to get this
behind us eventually," Bengals
wide receiver Cris Collinsworth
said. "Cincinnati's kind of the
king of the negative sports headlines for 1989 with this and all the
other things in town."
He apparently referred to
Major League Baseball's investigation of the gambling activities of Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose.
Bengals running back Stanford Jennings responded angrily
when he asked what he would
say to Wilson if he encountered
him again.
"I would want to know, 'Why
would you want to do that?' Were talking about a guy who's
been getting more than a second
chance from the (Bengals) organization. I'm not saying he
owed us anything, but he definitely knew he was fortunate to
get as many tries as he did,"
Jennings said.

Professors side with Rose

NEW YORK (AP) — Five leading law school professors criticized
the judge who said baseball was engaging in a vendetta against Pete
Rose and all but one said the judge should disqualify himself if the
Cincinnati Reds manager is indicted.
Three of the five contacted by The Associated Press said Carl B.
Rubin, the chief judge of U.S. District Court in Cincinnati, violated
the oamerican Bar Association's Code of Judicial Conduct in publicly commenting on Rose.
"He should not be talking about it — it is a violation of the code of
judicial conduct," Marvin Freedman of Hofstra said. "He should not
speak about a matter that may come before him. It's against the
rule."
Rubin, who will sentence an associate of Rose, Ohio bookmaker
Ronald Peters, criticized baseball's investigation of Rose last Friday, accusing Commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti of "entering into
what I think is — there is evidence here, in my opinion, of a vendetta
against Pete Rose," according to a transcript of a conference in the
judge's chambers.
In an interview in Wednesday's New York Times, the 69-year-old
judge elaborated on his earlier remarks, which came after Giamatti
sent him a letter saying he believed Peters' testimony before baseball's investigators.
"I don't think that such a prolonged investigation can help either
the manager or the team," the judge was quoted as saying of baseball's inquiry. "Also, I think that the nature of this is such that the
press has tried, convicted and executed Pete Rose and I think that
this thing was handleable in a different fashion. This could have
been done differently. It could have been over and done with before

the season started, I think."
Stephen Gillers of New York University and Alan Dershowitz of
Harvard agreed with Freedman about the canon violation.
Charles Ogletree of Harvard said the remarks "seem to raise serious questions on the canons of judicial conduct." Thomas C. Grey
of Stanford, however, said he didn't think the judge violated any
rules because he was referring to baseball's inquiry, not the grand
jury's.
"I don't think it violates it. It's just imprudent," he said.
Rubin did not return telephone messages left at his chambers
Wednesday. Albert Engel, chief judge of the sixth circuit Court of
Appeals, (fid not wish to comment on Rubin's remarks, Engel's secretary said.
Freedman said Rubin violated Canon 3 A (6) of the ABA Code,
which states: "A judge should abstain from public comment about a
pending or impending proceeding in any court."
The Hofstra professor also said that if Rose is indicted, Rubin
shouldn't be allowed to hear the case.
"If either party moves to disqualify the judge, the motion should
be granted and the judge should disqualify himself. He should disqualify himself in those circumstances without being asked," he
said.
All agreed with that opinion except Grey, who said Rubin probably
should take himself off any possible case.
He said the judge's comments "sound more like the remarks of
dedicated fan instead of the remarks of a federal judge."
Dershowitz was even stronger. "It sounds like a bored old man
who's vicariously rooting for the Cincinnati Reds and seeing one of
his heroes' career being ripped to slireds in front of him," he said.
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
5 days a week
5 days a week
Power 88 88 1 FM
8-10 PM WBGU
if or the best In fl ft B, rap, and dance music In
■ N.W. OhioF Tuna Into 08.1 FM Power 68
Mon-FnB-IOPM

CARIBBEAN ASSOC S OUAO ROCK(FOUN
DERSI
present a Crucial Roots end ot the year Reggae
party on Thursday April 27 at 9pm in Founders
BGs own GROOVE MASTER win mash it
up (One Lovel
L AGA
There will be a meeting ol the Lesbian and Gay
Alliance Thursday April 27 at 8 OO pm The
meeting is tree and open to an and will be held in
the basement ot the United Christian Fellowship
Center Call The Link tor more information
Pre-Registration volunteers are needed tor July
10-Aug 3rd Be a greeter tour guide, display
host evening entertainment, usher or discus
sion facilitator Compensation includes a meal
lor each day worked' Signup by April 28 m
405 Student Services

LOST & FOUND

354 0558

REWARD"
Lost: 1987 class ring
Pink/purple stone, 353-4575

SHE'S OUT OF CONTROL

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Confidential and Informative
We listen. We care. We can help
BG Pregnancy Centet 354 HOPE
Typing Service
Resumes-term papers
3540371

PERSONALS

EXAM SPECIAL
$21 95 per night
Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel
Study and relax in the privacy ot
your own room
April 23 27 ft April 30 May 4
Earty ck*m ft late ck-out
Continental breakfast ft Iree cotiee
Reservations 352-4674 ck-in
Students must show vakd
BGSU
ID
Non-students not eligible

SERVICES OFFERED

EVENJN
DISORGANIZED CRIME

... S715 53C
MAJOR LEAGUE
. .
PET SEMATARY

A TO Z DATA CENTER 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Ex
press Typtng, Resumes FAX. Copies
Be A Volunteer
Be A Volunteer
Be A Volunteer
Signup m 405 Student Services by Apr 28th

Center tor Cho.ce II
Abortion. Mormng Alter Treatment
Free Pregnancy Test
Proud to be Pro Chotce
18 N Huron Toledo. OH

255-7769

FLEECE SHORTS ARE IN
All colors regular sweatpants S7 25%
off on ad BGSU lackets T O 3 Campus
Corner 900 E Wooster 352-3365

Tonight
Brathaus Cap Night
We will give away a Brathaus Cap
Every half hour from 9 pnv 1 30 am
Be there early lor a better chance
to wm

•• "Uz Woodruff* *"
Thank you for some of the best times of my We1
You've been an awesome roommate and friend'
■LI mass you so much'
Love ya bunches.
Denise
P S Congrats on your pinning to Jac

Sigma Delta P<
The Spanish Honorary proudly recognizes its
newest initiates
Sue Cheavoronl
Miquel Iglesias
Christine Milan
Geott Urban and
Congratulations to the officers
President Cathleen Ryan
Vice Pres Patricia Jacoby
Secretary Betsy Sheard
Treasurer Jennifer Richards
Sigma Delta Pi

"•HaliieMlller"Your roomrrwes ol 1030 E Wooster would like
to say "Congratulations, you did it. way to go.
so long B G ." and we'll miss you
cause
you are our favorite Snoogle
Best of luck Sweetie-We love you'
' * Gamma Phi Beta * Phi Kappa Psi' *
Congratulations Suzanne Po*o and Joe
Adams On your recent engagement! We wish
you the best ol luck'
Love. The Sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta
Christmas
The abridged dictionary is an appropriate tool to
smash bugs If you get down, crush your
neighbor like a bug under your big toe in a
fnendry game ol risk
Good Luck on finals'
The Laughing Guy

] 5 2C

m Bella TO

THE RESCUERS

Societe d'Honneur Fran$aise

.3S7 00ONLV

felicite ses nouveaux membres:

SAY ANYTHING^ <3
.35645935

PRESENT THIS COUPON
ON TUESDAY'S ONLY
THROUGH THE MONTH
OF APRIL. BUY ONE
MOVIE TICKET AND
RECEIVE THE OTHER
ONE FREEI

TWOFOB

M

;

.

TVUDAYV Jj)

Lesley A. Chapman
Laura Hardy
Nancy L. Hecker

Huda Khattab
Suzanne Midden
Kathleen Piermatti

Karen Shell
Stacie M. Wharton
Shelley A. Winter

5 days a week
5 days a week
Power 88 88 1 FM
8-1OPM WBGU
Adoption - Lovmg couple wishes to adopt a
newborn Will provide a lot ol love and financial
security lor your baby All expenses paid Confidential Call collect 1-822-9288
Alpha Phi* Alpha Phi
Congratulations on winning Greek Week1 What
away to end the year' Thanks lor a great
semester, get psyched lor some (all fun'
Alpha Phi love and mine. Rad
ARE YOU TAKING A BUSINESS COURSE
NOW?
YES? USG Needs your help' Please complete the professor evaluation forms and return
to 405 Student Services TODAY <
"Ronna"*
How can I say in a few lines how much al our
years of friendship has meani to me? You're a
very special person and I've yet to figure out
what I'm going to do when I don't have you
around to make me laugh everyday Remember
everything from the 9th grade m the gay french
teacher s class to all the weird and wM things
we've done here, because II never be able to
forge) Stay lust the way you are since you're
period as is. and when I come to visit I'D be
looking lor metal moose
P S Stay wild and keep shocking the people in
AM A'
III miss you1
Love Always.
Josie
"Ronna, Amy. Lisa. Erica, and Belinda" *
You guys have made this year very special and I
don't think I have ever laughed as hard as I do
when we are together Never lorget
Amy Umm. come on Aim. you need to stand
up-next lime you see one as cute as East Merry's Grab it' But being Catholic and al. I don'i
know if its aHowed-Zone Patrol'"
Ronna-Metal Moose' Metal Moose' We'll I don't
have anything to do so I guess HI fust sit around
and pick II was Classic Ronna. I just had to get
it in print
Lisa Have another beer Lisa, you're only on
number 12-lets go go work on those soc
theory brownie points
Erica Will you brush my hair, no? How about
rub my shoulders'
Belinda being our own private lour guide
I'll miss you guys more man you know because
you al have come to mean so much to me
Love. Josie
P S Have a keg on me next year m the new
apartment
Be A Volunteer
Be A Volunteer
Be A Volunteer
Sign-upm 405 Student Services by Apr 28th
Be Rushslruck'
Spring Informational Night
Tonight 7 30 PM
NE COMMONS
•'Rutri 89"

ATTENTION Davidsons Fall 88 342 ft 30?
Classes Ten DelGrego Had a boy
Joseph Michael
•Bota'AOTT'
To our 500 coachesThanks lor everythmg-we had a great time'!
Dave-next year we'll practice the outside lane
and you can practice your speech"
Love. Your AOTT 500 learn
Heather. Janet. Amy. Knstl, and the one who
never slurs her words
'BETA*
To our lavonte passoul king
-KJGood job on Beta 500 and congratulations on
your new ofhcej
Love.
The girts Irom TMAT house
"Thai's not a lire hazard!"
• Gamma Phi Beta * GammaPhi Be'a *
Lor i Romans
Congratulations on your Gemma Phi BetaLambda Chi Alpha lavalienng to Brian Pconek
Love. The Sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta
CARIBBEAN ASSOC ft QUAD ROCK CAFE(Founders)
Present a Crucial Roots End ol the year Reggae
party on Thursday April 27 at 9pm in Founders
BG's own GROOVEMASTER wil mash it
up (One love)
Congratuaittons Julie1
Getting nd ol Duke was the best thing that's
ever happened to you' He wasn't worth it in the
lirsl place' We leel sorry lor the poor girt that
has him now She doesn't know what she's getting into'
Amy ft Beth
DANA BENSON
Way to go on your RA position lor this summer
Love. The Alpha Chi's
Dearest Seniors ol Alpha Gamma Delta.
A lew sialers are
excited to wish you
BEST WISHES
lor a great
graduation ■
We thank you
for al you've put
into this house
You always will
be in our
HEARTS
and know you always
have a home here at BGSU'
Allot love and loyalty.
Your Alpha Gamma Delta Sisters
Erm Garvm Amy Blank Shelley Winter. Heidi
Hoover. Joan Ashcraft. Liz Fergusaon. Ertka
Shemberg. Kim Kappet. Gtna Main. Pam Lashuk. and Maureen Obert Thank you so much
lor al you've done to help me with T G.I S
planning and preparations You guys are awesome!
LI T B Jenny Byrd

CONTINUED ON PG. 12

anciens membres:
Robin Applebaum
Jennifer Aspacher
Kimberly Hartman
Patricia Jacoby

Kimberly Kohut
Rebecca Mancuso-Schutt
Susan Platt
Christine Reicosky

Elizabeth Rice
Elizabeth Riddle
Virginia Smaltz
Amanda Stein

g. A'

TONITE AT 2ND BIO WEEK
If^ 7 1 5 ft 9 30 ENDS THURS.

THURS. NITE IS BARGAIN NITE
ALL SEATS ONLY 12.00 ,

"NASTY, DECADENT FUN."
- Dovtd Anten
NEWS WEEK

Lai

JSX- I A, A SONS

MNmn Apdl27, IH9 II

s

TUDEN
BX BOOK
EXCHANGE

OUR BOOK BUY BACK HAS BEGUN!
Top prices for used texts!
Top wholesale prices!
(we buy current editions ot
books no longer used
on campus]
Don't wait until next tall - prices
tall over the summer.

CONGRATULATION^
^ CLASS OF 1989
HURRY, DON'T MISS OUT!
Mon. - Fri.
9—?
Sat.
9-5
530 E. Wooster

VISA

MasterCard

Don'/ forget - We are a wholesaler!
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It MNNfl April 27,19*9
MITCH MILLIG AN
Oenny'e of Windsor wants you!
(home by ftjo)
All you hsd to do wssju it say "Goodbye'
Ample hugs I kisses. T
PS Marry loves U more then U dol
P.P.*. You're right about everything. UR the
basil

CON'TFROMPQ.10
Don't be Ml uns truck'
RUSHSTRUCK 89
Spring biformafKyial Night
Tonight 7.30 PM
NE COMMONS
EXPlOHt *USIRALIA
Travel, camp, and rjacovar ma Outback trw
eummer Ramainino apacaa Recounted as part
of a spaces! high adventure pnoto documantary
protect $2250 Cal Hatlonal institute tor E.
ploratlon. For mori information
800 451 3585

Need CaahTwyw
Bring your books to the Falcone Neat. May 1-5
from 8:00 AM until 5 00 P M Thrs second to
cation made possible by your University Boo*
store Top prices paid tor al current editions
having national wholesale value

Fetow Bimbos M M 1D D
Thanks tor putting up with my bad tamper and
naurobc tendencies mts weekend Vou guys
ere the best'
Mauwng a gas cap'
love. MC

NOTICE
To whomever has stolen" YUMBO"
the pa* elephant Irom the PIT
on 7m Street Please
return him tor we are worried he
doesn't have his medication
REWARD

FLORENCE EASY AND SKIM
THANKS FOR PUTTING UP WITH FANG AND I
WE APPRECIATE IT AND WE WILL MISS VOU
GOOD LUCK NEXT YEARN
THE TRUCK DRIVING WOMAN

353-7452

For the boat m ft 4 i. rap and dance music In
H.W. OMa. Tuna Into HI FM Poerer It
esorvfrle-lOPM
FREE KITTENS
One black, one tan-bom males FREE to good
home
Have shots
Cal Juse or Janet

353 4559

Toddy,
Congratulations' I'm so happy for you You are
doing great even with so much going on Too
bad no one alee realizes the magnitude of your
decisions but you've always got ma' Keep biking an lifting out your frustrationatwhat an awe
some bodlj-tnrowing wet waahclothee against
coolers helps remember?' So how did you
bang up that knee? Here's to DA's-you have to
admit, what a FUH Don't loae that smile'
Love you.
8-

WOW
IS COMING'
HEY STAYANCHO
Hare It is your vary own personal The big day
a* soon be here Proud Ja>

Signed.
FIFC would Uae to congratulate Beta Thets PI
far a greet lets 500 and the Is) Epa and Dae
Zaaa tor being the 1 ••• Bate champsl

INTRAMURAL SPORTS WILL BE OFFERED
BUHING THE SUMMER FOR ALL FACULTY.
STAFF AND SUMMER STUDENTS TENNIS.
VOLLEYBALL AND SOFTBALL GET YOUR
TEAM TOGETHER NOW CALL THE IM OFFICE FOR DETAILS
KEMI SCHRAND AND SANDY JAMISON
Congrats and good luck at MCO1 You two daserve It more than anyone1 You guys batter
keep in touch'
Love. Jennifer
Patty Ann.
Its getting down to crunch time' I know that you
can do II I have farm that you wH baa CEO of
an Iowa baled corporation within a year. I wish
you al the beat In your finals and m your career Love Always,
Dennis.
To my my catbOR roommates
Thanks for al your support at BETA1 You're al
honorary cutie piaa'i
Love. Moty
Remember Your Secretary"
At me HOLIDAY INN during Secretary s week
for Lunch 352-5211

Roommate needed. 1 bdrm Apt., turn w/ ax.
Close to campus, pay electricity only
w reasonable rate, no security deposit, cal
353-4180 for Poonam after 8 pm

WANTED

SUMMER JOBS
Attention sales, marketing or business students Wil you have a job this summer that can
help you move ahead? How about a co-op assignment m the field ol seeing which guarantees
$1200 Income with a commission opportunity
up to $7000? Permacrarts is a Toledo baaed
co. with a ten yr track record of summer opportunities with students For more info cal (419)
882-3711

1 Female needed to help rent a 4 bedroom
house for next year - fall and epring. Own
Room) Call 372-3350 or 372-3900.
1 Female roomate needed to sublease for FaM
'89 Spnng90 Haven House no 29, Rent
143 75 Cal vicky 353-7348. 855-3048

WANTED:
One Male or Female to share large house with 3
other people this summer Own room located
at 1230 E Wooster Cal Ua at 372-1653 or
VaJ at 372-5841

FOR SALE

MARY KAY COSMETICS
OVER SOS OFF-CALL KAY 353-4257

House to Sublease for Summer • Exceient (ocalion on Manvile Three Bedrooms, No Utilities
Cal 353-2580

1987 VW Quantum, loaded, sun-roof Excellent cond $8750 00 Must sel 352-0431

HELP WANTED
4X8 Ft Enclosed utility trailer

Rob Halller.
Congratulations on being elected president of
Gamma Rota Sigma Good luck with your position
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Tau

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR FALL '89
TO SHARE TWO-BEDROOM APARTMENT
CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL BILL 372-3853

Special Phi Tau congralulst-ons to Jac Campbell on your recent pinning to Liz Woodruff
Phi Tau ' Delta Zeta

Need 1 or 2 people to Subteaae an apartment
on Second St for summer Also, need 1 female
roommate to rent for B9-90 School year on
Second St Cal 353-3090
NEED 2 ROOMMATES FOR SUMMER
SEMESTER CAL ZACK 2-5746 OR DENNIS
2 5649 LEAVE A MESSAGE 2 BEDROOM
HOUSE RENT NEGOTIABLE

The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsllon congratulale Jeff Cllne and Mary Lachowskl on
their recent lavaHering af Paddy Murphy.
Phi Alpha

Need Male S Female students to fill apartments
for school year 89-90 Cal 352-7365
Need one more roommate?
I'd like my own room m a house with fun girts,
for 89-90 school year Please cal Amy at
1 499 2904 or (51 7) 355-8949

Are you from the Cleveland area and stil need a
summer rob? Juniors or Seniors m Hospitality.
Sales or Business are wanted for paying positions Cal Coop at 372-2451 or slop by 238
Admin BkJg
Babysitter needed May 15 to Jury 21 Then
Fal Semester 1989 Flexible schedules negotiabie rales Trans preferred cal 353-2969
Babysitting, Varied hours-own transporta»on.
references-in my B G home: 3520828
BG Country Club now hiring for summer Waitress ft Bartenders needed Excellent working
Conditions Apply m person between 2-4 pm
923 Fanview Avenue
BOWLING GREEN MUNICIPAL COURT INTERNSHIP for an upper class BGSU student.
for 10-20 hours per week or more, starting by
June 1st lor the summer, as judge's legal
researcher and courtroom bailiff No pay. but
exceient experience tor person interested m
criminal justice or legal career For application
form, cal Mary Cowell at 352-5263, 8 30 am
to 4.30 pm Deadline lor Ming application
5-1-89
Camp counsetom & kitchen ataff wanted for
Camp Courageous A residential summer camp
(or people with mental retardation Located
near Toledo. Ohio To apply, contact The Camp
Director 151 N Michigan. Suite 200. Davis
Bidg Toledo. OH 43624 (419) 242 4412
■■

■

CAPE COD CAMP COUNSELORS
The Cape Cod Association of Children's Camps
■s represented by 1 7 resuJent and day camps.
al offering rewarding summer employment opportunities to male and female applicants For
individual camp information and brochure cal
(508) 2250377 or write Camp Namequoit.
Box 306A. Orleans. MA. 02653
Do you want to grow with us?
We are expending our sales dept and are looking tor individuals who are energetic, goal oriented and work well with public Computer and
switchboard experience helpful Send resume
to Elaine Ossovicki C 0. Century Marketing
12836 S Dixie Hwy B G
EBSCO Telephone Service
Now hinng telemarketers Flexible hours, evenings ft weekends Minimum 15 hours/week
Pick your own days to work Guaranteed hourly
wage plus daily bonus based on sales Average
person earns $5-7/hr No cold cals Positive
attitude ft high enthusiasm a must Needed now
through summer Apply al 11 3 N Main St after
4pm (Next to David's Del)

te*ts
pa
rtces v

a\e v . i

Female dancers wanted
257-9556 ask for Barb Experience
necessary

not

Help wanted lor cleaning ft mics fobs at Rental
properties starting May 6th-1 weeks work Cal
352-7365
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Diamond Engagement R«g
$350 must sel A S A P 353-6348
Dorm Size Refrigerator For Sale * $80 00
372-6490
DOUBLE LOFT
University Approved
$70 00Neg
CaH Ken or Scott 353-5846
Double loft with two ladders University approved $65 or best offer Ca.1372-4104

For Sale
Loft $ 100 00. Fridge $65 00
Cal 372-1885
For Sale
JVC receiver $65
JVC 120 watt 3-way speaker $70pr
RTR 100 watt 2-way speakers $60 pr
Al in good condition
Call 353 4077
FOR SALE
Ful length couch
"A'-frame loft
Refrigerator (dorm size)
Al items

$60
Ask for Room

372-5956
For Sale
COUCH folds out into bed
Must sel before Summer
$50 000 bo CaH353-8229
FOR SALE
Double suspended loft. Easy to assemble for
MO. CaM Trteha 971-1421.
HELP' I MUST SELL AN 87 CHARGER TO PAY
FOR TUITION
WARRANTY. RELIABLE.
SPORTY. LOW INSURANCE' BANK WILL
FINANCE IF NECESSARY
HURRY'
372-6736
Mitsubishi stereo with cabinet; exceient condition $250 or best offer CaH tor more info
3535357
NEED A FUN COLLEGE CAR?
'77 White chevette w' blue stripe
runs good Recently tuned-up
Automatic Great for running around town"
$600obo CalmicheUe 353-7022
One single Free Standing Loft made of Metal
Easy to assemble $50 OOCal Lia 372 1653
Prepare for next year
Ski pants ft lacket tor sale Ladies style Almost
new Call Kathy 353-4777

Volvo Automatic Slationwagon
$600 slop by 731 High St #75(no phone)
Across Irom Cherrywood Health Spa
Th 10-3. Fri 8-11.2:30-4 00
WATER6E0I WATERBED!
Buy my supersingle watervbed QREAT condition. 6 months old only. HEater also included
Beat Offer! Must Sell Cal Tony 353-6299
WATERBED! WATERBED!
WAVELESS WATERBED
more affordable, portable, A comfortable than
your regular bed 6moid must sell
CALL Deb after 3 00/353-6927

Lead guitar player for working band Must sing
country and country rock 435-3280

'78 Plymouth Horizon
Good Condition New Tires $700 353-3798

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer.
Yr. round. Al Countries, Al fields Free info
Write UC. POBox 52-OH03 Corona Del Mar
CA 92625,

■'84" L Mustang, loaded, excellent condition
$3,800 Cal 352-2218

FOR RENT

Summer Employment
Ful time summer positions available in our auto
travel department Ouafclied individuals will have
a working knowledge ol rnajjor U S highway
systems and excellent communication skills.
Candidates must be available to start work May
15. Our offices are located in Cleveland and
Lyndhural Interested individuals should cal
t 800 552-9199 Ext 6016

2 bedroom furnished for 4 people with microwave, disposal bookshelf, extra sinks in each
bedroom, laundry facilities and good management Go look at 704 5th Street Then cal us
352-3445

2

BR

furn unfurnished available
mar. tail Village Green Apt.
Cal after 2pm 354-3533

sum-

2 BR furnished apt w/balcony. all utilities accept elect paid Available May. Cal Gary
353-7934 after 6:00
3 bedroom duplex 12 month lease Available
June Phone 352-1268 after 5PM
3 females needed to subleaae our apartment
lor summer AC and water paid Cal Sheryl
353-9102 or Amy 353-4633.

3 bdrm houae 718 3rd St $650 plus utilities
Washer/Dryer, closed front porch, well insulated available August 12 month lease Cal
353-1882

Apartment to sublease for summer months CaH
353-6136
APARTMENT FOR RENT
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER '89
606 5 E WOOSTER
CALL 353-5529

APARTMENTS 2 bedroom, furnished^unturn
Summer, 2 semester or 12 mo leases 1/2
block to campus FREE cable T V . lockout key
service, heat New carpet, some new Furniture
Call Tom 352-4673 days, 9a m -5p m.
352-1800 evenings ft weekends
APARTMENTS FOR SUMMER
Available May 14 - Aug 11
1 and 2 bedrooms
Furnished and Unfurnished
$400 00
Call JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

354-2260 or 363 3650
For Sale
1961 Detsun260ZX
Loaded T-tops. 5 Speed, arn-fm
Cassette. Exceient condition
Higher Mileage Asking $3500
Cal Alter five 655-3393

Single toft w/ladder University approved
Exceient condition $35.00 phone 372-6328

Pre-Registration volunteers are needed lor Jury
10 - August 3rd Be a greeter. tour guide, display host, evening entertainment, usher or do>cuaaion facilitator Compensation includes a
meal tor each day worked1 Sign-up by April 28
•n 406 Student Services.

'

Desk-Bunk Bed Set- $30 00
Roe-ng Chair $ 1 0 00
Call Matt at 354-2448 or 2-6642

Little Caesars Pizza (located behind Mid AM
bank on Wooster) is now hiring crew and delivery persons lor summer and fal No phone cals
please

Help wanted lor summer employment on Put-inBay at Island Bike RentalCaii (419) 285-2018
or (419) 285-2503

e»*

69' Buick Skylark Good shape Al offers considered 353-7746 ask for Casey

Sharp VCR $185
JVC Double Cassette $70
Technics Speakers 150 W'2 $160
Technics Receiver SOW/Channel $65
Everything Is 4 montha old
Call 352-8473.

NOW hiring caring enthusiastic, motivated individuals lor counselors in BG FORMU-3 Internetional Center Paid training plus commiaon plus
bonuses For interview cal 1-447-8344

2 Bedroom APT FOR RENT, pool Air condition
mg, Laundry, Furnished. No Deposit1 Close to
Campus. 353-4471 RayorDen

$300
Call 655 3248

it you have a summer Internship and want
academic recognition for your effort a without
any cost, visit the Co-op office, 238 Admin
Bldg or call 372-2451 for details

Short term daycare needed for two A tour year
otds from May 15 for 1 3 weeks In Perrysburg
Car necessary Cal Janet 874 1057 or
372-2922

1.2.3, Bedroom Apartments
Pteeae cal between 1 30 A 6.30
In the afternoon Cal 354 8600
We alow Pets

2 bedroom apartment sublease for summer free
AC Pay only electric Cal 353-4082
Summer Job*
Work tor social change on consumer and environmental issues Onto Citizen Action has fultime and summer positions available Advancement and travel opportunities Work hours 2-10
pm, M-F Pay$275/wk Positions are avaiable
m the following offices Cal lor interviews
Akron (216)375-6976
Cleveland (216) 861-6038
Cincinnati (531) 221-2100
Columbus (614) 224-4111
Dayton (513) 228-8506
Toledo (419)241-9093

1 Roommate needed for summer 89 Free air
ccndWoning ft utilttes Own room close to
campus Cost $157 per month cal Vrvian
353-7025

FEMALE NON-SMOKING ROOMMATES
WANTED FOR SUMMER HOUSE CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
INEXPENSIVE" A/C. GARAGE.
BACKYARD. WASHER/DRYER
CALL
362-1868 FOR DETAILS LEAVE A MESSAGE^

The Brothers of Phi Kappa Tau would like to
congratulate S-gma Phi EpsHon and Delta Zeta
on winning this years Beta 500

Sales manager needed for 1990 KEY Yearbook Create and manage direct sales force
whee working with estabkohed promotional
programs. Excellent opportunity tor agressive.
sale-minded person Application deadens la
5pm Wednesday April 26 Apply at 214 Wast

Waitresses, part-time days, evenings, weekends Also, bartenders eve and weekends
Apply between 2 and 4 M-F at the Elks Club
200 Campbel Hill Road

Advanced Specialty Products, inc
Immediate Part-time Employment Available
Our company is seeking part-time employees to
perform unskilled fcght production work Flexible hours around class schedules can be arranged Plant location is only 2 blocks Irom
B G S U campus The rate of wage is $3 35
per hour If interested cal the company office at
354-2844 or pick-up application at Advanced
Specialty Products. Inc 428 Clough St . Bowling Green. OH 43402

1 Bedroom furnished A 2 bedroom unturniehed
12 month leases 352-3445

pm

Wanted one female to share apartment with two
other females Rent is $ 140 a month plus gas ft
alec Starting in May Located on S Summit
Pteeae cal 354-2945

3 Female non-smoking roomales to share
houae for 89-90 school year Must be tidy Cal
tracy 874-7030

Quarter Drift A dogs
Friday A Saturday 2-7
Quarter's Cafe
Celebrate Spring I

Summer Job Care provider needed for two
boys. 7 and 9 yra old from 6/5/89 to
8/25/69 8 45am 4 15pm. Mon F run our BG
home near City Park Cal 353-4441 after 4 30

1 or 2 females to sublease houae for the Bummer Close to campus ft reasonable rent Cal
Yvonne or Motty at 353-7900

250 COUNSELORS and Inet.uctors needed!
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lohlkan, P.O. Box 234BQ. Kenllworlh, NJ 07033
<201)27e-05«5.

Pregnant? Need help?
Loving, financially secure adoptive couple wishing lor a sibling lor 3 year old WI provide •
good. warm, secure home (or a newborn baby
Wising to pay medical and legal fees For more
information please contact Mary Smith (Lawyer). Suite 800. First Federal Plaza. Toledo,
Oh-o 43824-1671 or cal collect (419)
241 -8197. 8 30 • 4 30 Reference family
#111

To the sisters of Delta Zeta.
Thank you for al ol your love and support & especially tor the Golden Heart Award IN miss
you at very much Keep up the awesome work1
Great job at Beta'
DZ love and Loyalty,
Denise

One or two persona to subleaae summer apt
$525 plus gas/eiectnc Call 353-5660

Roommate needed for 89-90 school year.
Campus Manor, close to campus Low utilities.
nice apartment CoH. ask lor Paul. 353-3394

No* Reserving lofta. sofa bed*, and
Refrigerstors (or summer and
89-90 School ve«
Discounts lor Ea/ty Registration
Limned Supply so cal today
JTs Carry out
352-6475

INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES BRING IN
YOUR RECEIPT AND PICK UP ALL FORFEIT
FEES BY MAY 4. 1889 OFFICE HOURS WILL
BE I -5 00 pm MAY 1-4

One Female roommate needed to Share one
bedroom apt in Visage Green for 89-90 School
Year Cal Pam at 363-3856

Tonight'a your last chance ..
Spring Information Night
7.30 PM NE COMMONS
•• RUSHSTRUCK ••

Pi Phi-Phi Sig
Congratulations N*Ki A on your kavafcering to
Tony'
Love your H'-Lori

Hay Persuasion 303

Non-amoking male or female rmt June thru mid
August First to occupy newly refurnished
houae Futy furnished, own bdrm . very dose
to cmapue. Cheep and negotiable Cal Todd
372-3845 or Tom 372-6494

Summer efficiency for subleaae Ouiet and
close to campus CaM evenings 353-8437
Summer la Just around the corner RE Management stil has a lew summer rentals Aval
Rates as low as $475 00 entire Summer Cal
today - 352-9302

Jaymar Apartments
2 bedroom apartments
Available tor summer A fal
Aa low aa $405 per month CaH 354-6036

1 bdrm $260/mo 1-2 persons near campus.
Cal alter 6, 353-6490

Campus Manor Apts Stil avail tor fall 1969
Close to campus ft heat paid Call 352-9302
Carty Rentals
Apartments- Houses- Rooms
Available summer only
Apartments-$2 00 mo tor 1 or 2 students

Cal 352-7365
Efficiency apt close to downtown, available
May 1 Cal 352-5822
EFFICIENCY UNFURNISHED
For Subleaae May 15 - Aug 15
Cal 353-6159

END OF SCHOOL SPECIAL!
1470- 1490 Clough
2 bedroom apartments
1 block from east end ol campus
Balconies and Patios
Free gas heal, water A sewer
Newtove Rentals, 328 S Main

352-5620
Females needed to sublease apt after June
16
Close to campus, furnished. AC
353-4857
FOR SUMMER
BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM APT
CORNER OF S PROSPECT A WOOSTER
LOW RENT. NO UTILITIES PD
CALL 353-5840
FREE PIONEER SPEAKERS
All utilities paid Need one person to sublease
house/apt tor summer Own large bedroom
with lock $150 mo. close to campus, private
entrance

QEORQETOWN MANOR APTS.
600 THIRD STREET
Summer and Fal Openings
1 A 2 bedroom apartments
Free Heat. Water and Sewer
School year leases available
Reasonable Rales
Cal 352-4966
Need 2 people to take over lease beginning m
August
2 bedroom. 2 person limit
$300/month plus utilities No down payment
needed' Please cal Bart) (353-3677) or Anna
(353-4096)
Need a place starting 2nd Session lor summer?
Leases begm June 2nd. as low as 400 entire
summer Cal 352-9302
Need a place to live for summer?
Four graduating seniors need to sublease
510 Ridge St. apartment. H la completely furnished. 400 feet from campus, and the rent la
very negotiable. Call anyilme at 353-1494.
Need to Sublease Apt on Sixth St Al summer
Free Air Cond , Pay only electric Cal Matt
3534284
Now leasing for summer and (al
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
Privileges to Cherrywood Health Spa
Preferred Properties Co 352-9378
Party Room For Rent
Preferred Properties. Co

352-9378
Rallvlew Mini-Warehouse
(at the comer of Railroad Ave and Lehman
Ave ) 5X7-9x15-9X30
Preferred Properties. Co.
352-9378
Room for rent Quiet neighborhood close to
campus, kitchen and laundry facilities Call
354-1064 after 5pm
Summer Sublease
Efficiency tor rent-May-August. August rent
FREE1 AC A close to campua Cal R E Management 352-9302 Ask about Apt M 7 in
Thurstxi Manor
Two bedroom apartments Close to campus
$600 for entire summer
Cal 352 5822
Very Nice 2 Bedroom Furnished for 4 people 9
month lease 352-3446.

